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The picture which emerge* from our investigations is that we are indeed

observing the behavior of a two dimensional agntic system. The low

demenasionalfty Is brought about by the shielding of the intercalant layers by

the intervening graphite layers. The shieldifg also depends on the charge

transfer between the intercalant and the graphite. In graphite there is a band

near K - 0 about half filled with electrons (10). The intercalation of

an acceptor compound will draw off those electrons so that the electrical

conduction is hole like. Thus low stages exhibit a positive Hall coefficient.

The shielding of the Intercalant layers is due to electromagnetic shielding

analogous to the skin effect, where the skin depth is a function of the electrical

conductivityw dtich in turn is a function of the number of charge carriers.

Stages I t# 5 4 oim. empty, the band of electrons and thus the graphite layers

have maximm.€oductivity. Above stage 5, the quantity of acceptors is not

large enough to absorb all the electrons which can be donated by the graphite,

and the conductivity ot the graphite layers decreases.* Moreover, the conduct-

ivity, according to our Hall measurements, is due to both positive and negative

carriers. is gives rise to decreased magnetic shielding of the intercalant

layers, A a corresponding decrease in the peak height in the susceptibility

at 1.7K. * the transition at 1.7K can become a very sensitive probe of the

internal c field, the charge transfer, and the electrical conductivity

of the graphi &ye.
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Review of Accompluhed Work and Work In Progress

I. Introduction

Most of the work to date was performed on FeCls intercalated graphite, where the

FeCl3 is the magnetic substance. Work on FeCl3 intercalated graphite at Boston University

was begun in the late 1970's and was initially confined to M6ssbauer investigation of the

compound [1]. In those investigations it was shown that the FeCI3 had a magnetic phase

transition with long range order in stage 1 and stage 2 compounds, while no such transition

took place in stages 4 and 6. Subsequent measurements of the magnetic susceptibility,

which are described in more detail in Appendix I, have shown that besides the susceptibility

maxima which denote a ferromagnetic transition in the out of plane direction and an

antiferromagnetic transition in the in-plane direction in stage 1 and an antiferromagnetic

transition both in the in-plane and out-of-plane directions in stage 2 [2,3] There exists

an anomaly in the magnetic susceptibility which occurs in all stages at about the same

temperature, 1.7K to 1.8K.

Graphite intercalation compounds (GIC) are naturally layered [4] and are of interest

because it was believed that electronically, only the graphite layers next to the intercalant

change significantly upon intercalation [5]. From our measurements we now have evidence

that the charge transfer affects layers other than those next to the intercalant. The in-

tercalant forms a monomolecular layer which in boarded by graphite. Fig.1 of appendix

II shows a schematic of stage 2 intercalated graphite compound, where the striped layers

represent the intercalant, (stage index refers to the number of graphite layers between

two consecutive intercalant layers). For a magnetic intercalant, the graphite layers can

be a controlling factor in the magnetic interactions between different magnetic intercalant

layers. The graphite layers can control the magnetic interaction by separating successive

intercslant layers from eacn other. Increasing the distance will generally decrease the ex-
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change and dipolar interactions. They can also actively shield the intercalant layers from

each other because the graphite planes are good electrical conductors. Thus there will

be electromagnetic shielding. The systematic change of the number of graphite layers

between two adjecent intercalant magnetic layers can provide two-dihhensional magnetic

systems by shielding the intercalant layers from each other until their magnetic interaction

is insignificant. In our investigations we found that in low stages this shielding increased

exponentially with stage. Thus intercalation of magnetic species into graphite provides us

with very useful model systems in which to study two dimensional magnetism.

Magnetic compounds have been widely used in the intercalation of highly ordered

pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) and generally one observes magnetic anomalies in the GIC's,

even in high stages. The structure of the intercalant is similar to that of the bulk material

and generally magnetic compounds intercalated into graphite also undergo a phase transi-

tion in the intercalated state, but the nature of the transition is altered by the enviroment.

Additional transitions due to the magnetic two dimensionality of the systems were also

reported [6,7].

We have performed a systematic study of the magnetic phase transitions of FeCis

intercalated graphite compounds and their behavior as a function of the stage of the

sample, (see appendices). We also investigated the dependence of these transitions on an

external dc magnetic field.

The crystal structure of FeCls is a repeated sequence of chlorine, iron, and chlorine

hexagonally arranged atoms [8], such that every iron atom is surrounded by an octahedron

of chlorine atoms. The iron atoms in subsequent layers are displaced with respect to each

other by 1/3 of the unit cell and thus three FeCl3 layers are encompassed by the cell vector

in the C direction. Upon intercalation of FeC1l into the graphite, one electron is donated

by the graphite host for every four iron atom [9]. It is not yet clear what site these donated
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electrons occupy. At room temperatures, M6sbauer data [10,11] and Raman spectroscopy

[121 do not support the existence of FeCI2 as a result of the acceptance by FeCls of the

donated electron [131. However, in the low temperature M6sbauer data for FeCi3 , Millman

and Kirczenow [14], at Boston University, have seen Fe2+ ions at temperatures as high as

lOOK.

II. Magnetic Susceptibility (Appendix I, II and III)

In its pristine state, FeCl3 undergoes a magnetic phase transition at 8K [15]. Measure-

ments of the magnetic properties of stages I and 2 [la,3], prepared from HOPG, revealed

that the samples undergo a magnetic phase transition with long range order, however the

transition temparatures are depressed from those of the pristine FOCi3 . The measurement

of Millman et l [la] was performed by means of the Mcsbauer effect, while Millman

et al [3] (see appendix I) measured the magnetic susceptibility of the system, the latter

method has a better temperature resolution. Both measurements found that stage I un-

dergoes a phase transition at 4.3K while stage 2 undergoes a transition at 1.3K. Moreover,

the Curie-Weiss 0 indicated that stage 1 orders antiferromagnetically in-plane and ferro-

magnetically between planes while stage 2 orders antiferromagnetically both in-plane and

between planes.

A M6 sbauer investigation of higher stages [1] revealed that no long-range order ex-

isted in stages 4 and 6 down to temperatures of 6SmK. Subsequent susceptibility mea-

surements on tho samples and others revealed a magnetic susceptibility maximum which

occured in all the samples at a temperature between 1.7K and 1.8K, depending on stage

[2a]. Although the maxims occured seemingly at the same temperature for all stages, the

size of the maximum varied widely from stage to stage becoming generally greater as the

stage increased. In fact our measurements reveal that the size of the maximum increases

by a factor of 55 from stage I to stage 5, (see appendix II). Moreover the susceptibility

4



rnaxzimm was supressed by relatively low magnetic fields, of the order of lOG. Since the

maximum increased in intensity with stage, we assume that it is a consequence of the

two-dimensionality of the system. Within the same stage, the height of the susceptibility

peak increased with the number of iron atoms next to iron vacancies [16],(see appendix

II).

Phase transitions in other GIC such as COC12, and NiCI2 were also reported by Ka-

rimov et a [171, recently these transitions were also confirmed by Elahy et al [2b]. The

authors of reference 2b have concluded that the magnetic intercalants exhibit a very gen-

eral type of magnetic behavior, independent of species or of stage. More recently low

temperature magnetic phase transitions were reported for MnCl 2 [181, and also for stage

1 CsEu [191. Qualitatively most of the reported phase transitions have shown similarties

in both magnetic field and temperature dependence, differences exist only in the loca-

tion of the transition points and the dc magnetic field needed to quench the peaks in the

measured magnetic susceptibility. Most of the reported experimental data have been anal-

ysed on the basis of a two-dimensional XY model with a low temperature transition to a

two-dimensional antiferromagetic phase [19,20).

Although the details are given in appendix If, the highlights of our measurements

were:

1) The size of the magnetic susceptibility peak increases exponentially with stage up to

stage 5.

2) The temperature of the maxima decrease from stage 1 to stage 4 and then increase after

that. All the maxima occur between 1.7K and 1.8K.

3) At any stage the size of the maximum in the susceptibility decreases with the application

of a small magnetic field, the size of the decrease depends on the direction of the field.

4) The magnetic field shifts the temperature at which the maximum occurs to a higher

temperature.
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5) At high fields, the susceptibility starts to increase.

6) The susceptibility as a function of temperature obeys the general power law of a second

order phase transition.

M. Spin-lattice Relaxation (Appendix IV)

The technique used to measure the magnetic susceptibility allowed us to measure

both the inphase and out-of-phase components of the susceptibility. The relation of the

in-phase to the out-of-phase component at various frequencies is related to the spin lattice

relaxation time of the system. Appendix IV gives the details of the measurement and

their analysis. The main conclusion is that the maximum in the magnetic susceptibility is

accompanied by a corresponding maximum in the relaxation times and in the specific heat.

The maxima in the relaxation times come at a temperature which is lower than that of the

susceptibility maximum by as much as 25mK. Although we first suspected the electrical

conductivity to be the culprit in the relaxation maximum, direct measurements of the

conductivity revealed a smooth and continuous behavior with no evidence of anomalous

behavior in the temperature region of the susceptibility maximum, (see following section).

IV. Electrical Resistivity (Appendix V)

We have measured the c-axis electrical resistivity of the various stages of FeCl3 GIC.

Appendix V gives the details of the measurements. We have measured the electrical

resistivity by means of the conventional four probe technique. The temperature range

of these measurements was between 1K and 300K. At room temperature stage 5 has the

highest resistivity. Stage 5 is also the pivotal stage where in stages higher than that the

c-axis resistivity decreases with temperature (this includes unintercalated HOPG), while

in the lower stages it increases. Thus stage S seems to be the dividing stage between the

metalic behavior, low stages, and activated behavior, high stages. The behavior of the c-
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axis resistivity is in qualitative agreement with the theory of Sugihara[21] which attributes

the c-axis conductivity to a phonon assisted hopping mechanism. We have also measured

the in-plane resistivity of selected samples of FeCI3 GIC's at selected temperatures in

connection with our galvanomagnetic measurements, (see following section).

V. Galvanomagnetic Measurements, (Hall Effect, Magnetoresistance and the Shubnikov-de

Haas Effect) (Appendix VI and VII)

Again, the details of these measurements are given in Appendix VI and VII. The main

results of these measurements are:

1) The conduction in stage 2 and 5 is dominated by hole carriers, while stage 9 and HOPG

exhibit both electron and hole conduction with the dominant mechanism depending on

temperature and field.

2) The magnetoresistance is positive in all stages and at low temperatures exhibits quantum

oscillations.

3) The quantum oscillations in the magnetoresistance persist up to temperatures as high

as 30K.

4) The Fourier analysis of the data indicates that the oscillation instage 5 is dominated by

a single frequency contributed by holes, while in stage 9 several frequencies were observed.

VI. Theoretical Calculations (Appendix VIII and IX)

A theoretical effort was started after the experimental investigation had yielded in-

teresting results. At the beginning it was aimed at the explanation of some of our results.

After a while, however, this investigation became of interest in itself. The model explored

was that of a two dimensional array of dipoles situated on a honeycomb lattice. A clas-

sical dipolar potential was assumed, and an exact ground-state energy was calculated. A

mean-field calculation was performed to determine the dependence of the system on tem-

perature. So far only the planar lattice was considered and calculations of the influence of

7



boundaries and defects in the array are currently in progress.

The details of the calculations and their results are given in Appendix VIII and IX.

The major results of the calculations are:

1) There is an infinitely degenerate ground state.

2) If one uses the spacing and the dipole moments measured for the iron ions in FeCl3 the

energy of the ground state becomes -0.98K.

3) There is a critical point near 1K in zero field.

4) We are able to map out a phase diagram in the magnetic field - temperature plane with

three phases. At low temperature and field there is the ordered phase, at low temperature

and high field there is a field induced ferromagnetic phase, and at high temperature we

obtain a paramagnetic phase.

5) In the low and moderate field region, and below the transition temperature, the magnetic

isothermal susceptibility increases with an applied external field.

6) From our calculation we can determine the exact orientation of the dipoles as a function

the applied magnetic field and the angle of the field with respect to the lattice.

Further calculations to determine the interaction of this lattice with similar lattices

in three dimensions above and below it are in progress. We also propose to calculate

the influence of defects, and superlattices on the behavior of the system. As shown in

Appendix iX, some of this work has already been started.

VII. Instrumentation (Appendix X)

In connection with our experimental work, we have developed a self-balancing re-

sistance bridge which uses a novel feedback system. The bridge is appropriate for low

temperature measurements because of its low power dissipation. The details of the bridge

are given in appendix X. We intend to develop more self balancing instrumentd, applying

this feedback system. This system is fully compatible with computer usage.
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Characterization of Samples

The samples which were used in the above measurements were characterized for stag-

ing by means of 001 x-ray analysis and mixed stage samples were not considered. In many

cases the samples were also examined by means of the M6ssbauer effect which could shed

light on the in-plane density of the intercalant and the ratio of Fe2+ to Fe3+ .

Summary

The picture which emerges from our investigations is that we are indeed observing

the behavior of a two dimensional magnetic system. The low dimensionality is brought

about by the shielding of the intercalant layers by the intervening graphite layers. The

shielding also depends on the charge transfer between the intercalant and the graphite. In

graphite there is a band near k = 0 about half filled with electrons[101. The intercalation

of an acceptor compound will draw off those electrons so that the electrical conduction

is hole like. Thus low stages exhibit a positive Hall coefficient. The shielding of the

intercalant layers is due to electromagnetic shielding analogous to the skin effect, where

the skin depth is a function of the electrical conductivity, which in turn is a function of

the number of charge carriers. Stages 1 to 5 almost empty the band of electrons and thus

the graphite layers have maximum conductivity. Above stage 5, the quantity of acceptors

is not large enough to absorb all the electrons which can be donated by the graphite, and

the conductivity of the graphite layers decreases. Moreover, the conductivity, according

to our Hall measurements, is due to both positive and negative carriers. This gives rise

to decreased magnetic shielding of the intercalant layers, with a corresponding decrease in

the peak height in the susceptibility at 1.7K. Thus, the transition at 1.7K can become a

very sensitive probe of the internal magnetic field, the charge transfer, and the electrical

conductivity of the graphite layers.

The nature of the magnetic phase transition is still not definitely determined, although
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3ome faicts have been established: 1) The transition is definitely due to the two dimensional

nature of the system; 2) Dipolar interactions play a significant role in the transition. Our

theoretical efforts are directed towards the explanation of the nature of the low temperature

phase and so far we have managed to theoretically reproduce some of the effects observed

experimentally. Those effects are the increase of the susceptibility in the magnetic field

at fields above 40G, which agrees with our measurements which are given in appendix II

and calculated in appendix VII, and the decrease at extremely low fields when defects are

present as seen in appendix HI and calculated in appendix IX. It is evident that dipolar

interactions do not tell the whole story, and that exchange interactions will also play a

role. However, the degeneracy in the pround state of our dipolar model as well as the

extreme sensitivity of the dipole configuration to the direction of the magnetic field give

us a hint that the material may resemble a two dimensional spin-glass. This will be the

subject of further investigations.
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tiasuremmet of the ac susceptibility of well characterized ferric
chloride intercalated graphite compounds both parallel and perpendi-
cular to the basal plane, shows that the stage I and 2 compounds
uanderso a megnetic phase transition at 4.3 ± 0.2 K and 1.3 ! 0.2K
tespettively.

1. [OTIKOUCTIOU rolytic graphite (HOPG) using the two-zone vapor
transport method. Employing this groth process.

The structure of graphite intercalation the graphite temperature was maintained at 35f) r
cmpouds indicates that both the graphitic and while the temperature of the ferric chloride was
intercalame layers retain the identity of their varied to achieve different stages. The inter-
parent mterials. For magnettc intertalaies calated compounds were characterized for identi-
this observation suggests that these compounds ty and uniformity of staging ustng (OOt) x-ray
should show magnetic phease transitions. Thus, diffraction both before and after our mne~ntic
intercalation can be used to separate the mg- susceptibility measurements. Both s mples were
netLc layers by a contrelled number of diamg- essentially single staged, and showed less than
nettc layers. By comparing the merwetic proper- 20% and 5 of secondary diffraction peaks from
ties of the parent migntie material ad the both other stages and free graphite in the stage
different stage compotnds, one can invesitgate I and 2 compounds respectively.
the influence of interlayer interactions on the These amplea12 wre further chec~ked for
mgnegic propertieo of the system. fidelity of tin-plane density by takinL their

Pamnetic susceptibility, neutron diffrac- Mlssbauer spectra at 100 K. For the stage I
ron and MSssbauer spectroscopy data show that snoPle at this tewmerature the t4tisbauer peak
pristine anhydrous Pe(., undergoes a magnetic can be fit with only a single Lorentatan line
phaeq transition at about 8.6 9. However, the whose lItnewidth. 0.36 m/sec. and isomer shift,
reported magnotir properties In Itrsphtte-FeCl 0.56 wmlsec, are essentialTly the name as those
have shown discrepancies which may possibly be of pristine anhydrous FoC 3 1. This indicates
'ample dependent. 5- 11 For the magnetic auscep- that there is neither a change in site symmetry
tihility measurements, there are discrepancies at the Iron ions nor t there any appreciable
nor only in the transition temperature and char- formation, i.e. less than 4%, of either Iron
acrer of a magnetic phase transition., - 1 8 but vacancies, chlortne vacancies. FeCt 1 vacancies,
also in the very eistence of a magnetic state. or FoC 2 Impurities in this sample. Atn analy-
However, it In not surprising to find such die- si of the Mossbauer spectrum of the stage 2
creuanctes in the literature due to the monher- sample indicates that 97 of the Pites are near-
artertued differences In iron vacancies, chlor- est neighbors to iron vacancies. Thin tdenti-
ine va Cne , Feorl vacancies, and FeCl 2 1iW flcation will be discussed in detail elewhere.t 1
pitrities which are likely to vary from sample Assuming those vacancies are randomly situated.
to seple. this implies that only approximately 32 of the

Tn this work, we find a susceptibility peak iron lattice sites contain vacancies.
!n hnth the qtReo I and 2 graphite-FeCl. com- The susceptibility measurements were made
pt,tnda similar In functional form to that ob- by a standard ac bridge method IS operating at
served in pristine anhydrous FaCt 1 . 2 U' show about 40 hz. The amplitude of the magnetic
that the stage I and 2 compounds underito a mSg- field at the sample was kept below I te. The
netic phase transition at 4.3 f 0.2 K and 1.3 t coils were kept at a constant temperature while
0.2 K respectively. Thus the interactions be- the temperature of the samples was varied inside
tween magnetic planes seam to strongly influence an tslated chamber. The temperatures above 4.2
the mognetic order observed in these compounds. K were measured by a calibrated carbon resistor
In addition to x-ray analysis we have also char- and a calibrated metal resistance thermometer.
acteried our samplas by Mesbauer spectroscopy Below 4.2 K the sample was in direct contact
to determine the amount of iron vacancies, chlo- with the helium bath and temperatures were de-
rine vacancies, FeCI3 vacancies, and FeC12 10w terained from the vapor pressure of the helium
purities. bath.

2. £XPERTMI!NTAL 3. RESULTS

The samples studied were prepared by inter- In Figure 1, we show the susceptibility
calating anhydrous FeCI3 into highly ordered py- curves of the stage I and 2 4Amples with the
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Fiur . susceptibility (1) versus temerature Figure 2. Iverse susceptibility (F') versus ter-
(T) * plotted on a semi-logarithmic perature (T) for the curves shown in
scale. for tesaeIand 2 compounds. Figure 1. The solid lines represent

allel (&-axsa) and perpendicular
(c-axis) to the basal plane. Notice mateLy a factor of three when the unterpla-
the small amunt of stage I (undetec- nar spacing io increased from 9.4. Xstage 1)
table ir the x-ray diffractogram) to 12.6 1 (stage 2).
which can be detected in the staep As shown is Figure 2, the stagee 1 corn-
2 curve, on by h ui-es law I h ep

traureregon bov 15K.We obtain the
measuring field both parallel (a-aI) ad per- vauso 36t05Kfor the direction
pendicular (c-axs) to the basal plane over the parallel to the planes and 6 a +3.8 t 0.5 K
temperature range of 1 K to 200 K. The suecap- for the direction perpendicular to the planes.
tibility is given in arbitrary units which have Although, because of the large anisotropy
bean normalized for the amount of irona is eache energies It is difficult to relate 8 to the
sample by assumng the stoichiometry CS *6 FeCl. exchanged insteractions, these results are
However, we noe that a comparison of areas consistent with the transition temperature.
under the Msbauer curves Uiles that as The values of the Curie-4Weiss constants, 0.
much as 502 of the bulk stage I sample my may Indicate that the dominant exchange
have consisted of uniatercalated resians. interaction Is antiferromegnetic within the
This estimate could be made to within 152. layers while it Is ferromagnetic between the
Coupled with Nosebarner Inforation that the layers. Previous remults have Indicated that
electronic spins for both stages are polntins the interlayer interaction wam ant iferronag-
In the basal plane. ' atic."a for the stage 2 compound, we
several Important results can be deduced from obtain the result * - -7.6 ± 1.0 K and
the data. for the stage 1 ca mn A anti- S - -33 t 2.0 Z in the direction parallel
ferromagnetic susceptibility pa to observed" and Perpendicular to the Layers respectively,
whose mnaxinm occurs at 6.5 K In both the pax- and the Curie-4fles law is followed above 5 K
allel and perpendicular susceptibilities. A~s as shown in figure 2. Them values of S are
expected for the electronic spine pointing is markedly different from the T values obtained
the basal plane, the susceptibility to greater by finding the maxim in Id(1X)/dTI. The
in the direction perpendicular to the planes, transition temeratures. T., values of S and the
Also, at temeratures Less tham 3K, the pars.. Curie constants are listed in Table 1.
11.1 susceptibility is clearly decreasing while In order to corroborate our results for
the perpendicular susceptibility Is approxImate- the staep 2 compound, we measured the a-axis
ly constant. for the stage 2 comound the maxi- susceptibility of two other stage 2 compounds.
emm of the antiferremgnetic peak has shifted The suceptibility of one of the samples ex-
down to 1.72 R and the poak io the perpeadicm- hibited the mass qualitative behavior am the
1st direction Is drastically, reduced. This staop 2 compound reported here. Its Mesar
Indicates that the magnetic momenta are mre spectrum was also essentially the same as the
strongly bound In the basal plane In stop 2 stage 2 compound reported here, except that
than In stage 1. A comparlion of the parallel slightly more, 111, of the sites were nearest
susceptibility of both stages, plotted on a neighbors to Iron vacancies. The musceptibil-
logarithmic scale In Figure 1 shown that the ity curve of the other stale 2 sample had both
curves are qualitatively similar in reduced a peak at the same temperature.* 7.1 K.* and the
units, TIT samae qualitative behavior as the stage 2 com-

The i1. temerature, T,,, for mere f ield pound of Karimov at &I.$ However. its Mess-
susceptibili, is given by I maximitm in bauer spectrum indicated that at least most,
ld(TX)/dTI .1 The value of Two obtained for and probably all of this sample was coseposed
the stage I compound is 4.3 1 0.2 K for ori- of Fed12. We note that this sample was pro-
entations both parallel ad perpendicular to duced in the same apparatus and under the sams
the basal plane. For the sa 2 comound, we growth conditions an all the other mamples.
obtain 1.3 1 0.2 K for both parallel and These results underscore the need for both a
perpendicular to the basal plane. Thus the structural and chemical characterization of
transition temperature decreaes" by approxi- these compounds In addition to the standard
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TABLE I This table lists the magnetic properties of the Compounds.
CURIE
CONSTANT,

TRANSITION SUSCEPTIBILITY (ARBITRARY NEAREST NEIGHBORS
STAGE DIRECTION TEMPEIRATURE MAXIMUM 0 UNITS) To IRON VACANCIES

I a-axis 4.3 6.5 -3.8 222 s42

I c-axle 4.3 6.5 +3.8 132 %4%

2 a-axis 1.3 1.72 -7.6 242 92

2 c-axis 1.3 1.72 -33.0 575 9%

characterization b, (002) x-ray diffractoarams. cat** that It my be caused by high stags
The date at temperatures below 2.2 K, in the Impurities In the predominately low stage

curves of Figure 1, were all measured in a dc samples.
field of 80 Os. As seen in Ftg.* 3, a small narrow
peak Is observed at 1.7 K when no external dc 4.* DISCUSSION
field to applied. This peak also appears at
this temperature in higher stages but is re- Previous susceptibility results have been
duced by approximately a factor of 50 In the Interpreted as showing that even for stage I
low stages (stage 1 and 2) relative to the graphite-FedI3 the interlayer interactions are
high sages (stage 4 and 0.9 It can be .1- negligible compared vith the intralayer inter-
most completely quenched by fields as small actons.6- However. our results Indicate
as 20 Os. Similar behavior was observed in that the magnetic order seen, at least to' the
both NtCI2 and CoC12 intercalated graphite stage I compound, In strongly influenced hy
compounds. 17 Because of the coincidence of the interlayer interactionx. Tn fact, ws have
this peak and that due to antiferromagnetlism shown that the transition temperature decreases
In the stage 2 compound, we suppressed It io by a factor of 2 in going 4from pristine anhy-
an 80 Os field In order to observe the full drous FedI3, T - 8.8 K2- to stage I and by
features of the antiferroagnetic transition. an additional factor of 3 in going from stage
The 'ccurence of the small "A at a lower Itsag 2.Bhteprlelndpeen
temperature in the stage I sample than the dicular susceptibilities follow the Curie-
three-dimensional magnetic transition mndi- Weise law. and an Increase In either the ac

20 measuring frequency or the amplitude of the
ac field by about an order of magnitude, or

+ We"e Is -"is an applied dc field of 160 o causes no change
8 Stv a af5 -anis in the transition temperature.

* 5955 16515The small susceptibility and the quite
a large value of 0 In the direction p'~rpendi-

; It £ *cular to the basal plane In the stage 2 com-
pound my be due to the presence of iron
vacancies in this compound. Iron vacancies
would create an electric field gradient in

* * the basal plane which would cause anisotropy
*.~* . *e** between the In-plane and out-of-pme direc-

%%_~.O tiona.
0 - -_ We are happy to acknowledge many help-to 1.2 1A 1.6 1.0 S.0 as 2. . ful discussions with Professors C. Kircasnow,Tooperetuee (K) and S. Rednor. Our deep gratitude is expressed

Figure 3. Subtraction of the susceptibility at to Dr. R.3. Frankel and Dr. C. Papaefthymiou
so Os from that at zero field. for for the use of their Nassbauer equipment, to
clarity, the susceptibility scale has Dr. A.W. Moore of Union Carbide for donating
been expanded by a factor of 3 fro the HOPC, and to Dr. H. Mazurek, Dr. C.
that of Frigure 1. Note, within the Nicolini, and A. Thompson for growing and
accuracy of our experiment the stage characterizing one of the samples. This work
I c-axis susceptibility wa the same was supported In part by AFOSR contract
both at zero field and at 80 Os and OF496281000.
is therefore not plotted.
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APPENDIX II

MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF GRAPHITE INTERCALATION COMPOUNDS-

A.K. Ibrahim and George 0. Zimmerman

Physics Department, Boston University

Boston, MA 02215

Comprehensive mesrmnsof the magnetic properties of FeC13 graphite interca-

lation compounds are presented with an emphasis on the low temperature region where

a susceptibility aximum. is observed in all stages. This maxIum which varies in size

according to stage, occurs in a very narrow temperature range and is attributed to the

two-dimensionality of the intercalate system. It obeys the power law of a second order

phase transition with an exponent -y which has a value between 1.8 and 2.0. The max-

imumt occurs only in the in-plane direction with no correpoding c-axis susceptibility

response. The application of an external magnetic field drastically supresse the suscep-

tibility maximum and shifts it to higher tempeaure.. Both in plane and out of plane

measuremenar presented and the magnetic properties of stage. 1 through 6 as well as

stage 9 are compared.

Supporteil by Air Poam Of11ce of Scientific Research Grant AFOSR 82-0288.
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INTRODUCTION

Graphite intercalation compounds (GIC) are naturally layered [11 and are of inter-

est because electronically, only the graphite layers next to the intercalant change signif-

icantly upon intercalation [2]. For a magnetic intercalant, the inner layers can be a con-

trolling factor in the magnetic interactions between different magnetic intercalant layers.

The systematic change of the number of graphite layers between two adjecent intercalant

magnetic layers can provide two-dimensional magnetic systems by shielding the inter-

calant layers from each other until their interaction is insignificant.

Magnetic compounds have been widely used in the intercalation of highly ordered

pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) and generally one observes magnetic anomalies in the GIC,

even in high stages (stage index refers to the number of graphite layers between two con-

secutive intercalant layers). It has been reported [31 that for all the magnetic compounds

which have a low temperature phase transition there exists a corresponding transition

when these compounds are intercalated into graphite. Additional transitions due to the

magnetic two dimensionality of the systms wee also reported 14,51. Thus intercalation

of magnetic species into graphite provides very useful model systems for the study of

two-dimensional magnetism.

In this work we pment a systemati study of the low temperature phase transition

of FeCl3 intercalated graphite compounds and its behavior as a function of the stage of

the sample. We ao Invetgate the dependence of these transitions on an external dc

magnetic field. Our data for FeC!. GIC awe cmpared with reported data for similar

GIC sytems. The standard low frequency ac susceptibility bridge technique [61 is used

to obtain the expmrimntal data.

The crystal structure of FeC!, is a repeated sequence of chlorine, iron, and chlorine

hexagonaly arranged atoms [71, such that every iron atom is surrounded by an octa-
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hedron of chlorine atoms. The iron atoms in subsequent layers are displaced with re-

spect to each other by 1/3 of the unit cell and thus three FeCi 3 layers are encompossed

by the cell vector in the d direction. Upon intercalation of FeCI3 into the graphite, one

electron is donated by the graphite host for every four iron atoms [8]. It is not yet clear

what site these donated electrons occupy, room temperatures M6sbauer data [9,101 and

Raman spectroscopy 1111 do not support the existence of FeCI2 as a result of the accep-

tance by FeCIh of the donated electron (121. However, there is a discrepancy in the low

temperature M8sbauer data for FeCl3. Millman and Kirczenow [131 have reported the

existence of Fe+ + ions at temperatures as high as 100K which is contradictory to the

work of Ohhashi et al [10].

Magnetic susceptibility measurements on FeCl3 graphite intercalated compound

were performed by Karimov et al [141 and Hohlwein et al [151 in the 70's. The interest

there was the nature of magnetic behavior of the FeC13 which in pristine state under-

goes a magnetic phase transition at 8K [161. Those measurements concentrated mainly

on the properties of stages 1 and 2. Although the results of those measurements dis-

agreed on the details the authors reported a phm transition in the temperature re-

gion of their measuremets. The method used in those measurt ments was the Faraday-

baUance supplemented by an ac method, the. samples consisted of small crystallites.

More recent measr ts of the mapetic, properties of stages 1 and 2 [17,181, pre-

pared from HOPG, revealed that the samples undergo a magnetic phase transition with

long range order, however the transition tempratures are depressed from those of the

pristine FeCIs. The measurement of Millman et al [171 was performed by means of the

Moesbauer effect, while Milimau st al[118 measured the magnetic susceptibility of the

system, the latter method has a better tmperatur resolution. Both measurements

found that stage 1 undergoe a phase transition at 4.3K while stage 2 undergoes a tran-

sition at 1.3K. Moreover, the Curie-Weiss I indicated that stage I orders antiferromag-
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netically in-plane and ferromagnetically between planes while stage 2 orders antiferro-

magnetically both in-plane and between planes.

A MUsbauer investigation of higher stages [191 revealed that no long-range order

existed in stages 4 and 6 down to temperatures of 65mnK. Subsequent susceptibility mea-

surements on those samples and others revealed a magnetic susceptibility maximum

which occured in all the samples at a temperature between 1.7K and 1.8K, depending

on stage [20]. Although the maxima occured seemingly at the same tamperature for all

stages, the size of the maximum varied widely from stage to stage becoming generally

greater as the stage increased. In fact this investigation reveals that the size of the max-

imum increases by a factor of 55 from stage I to stage 5. Moreover the susceptibility

maximum was supressed by relatively low magnetic fieids, of the order of 10G, which

may have accounted for the fact that it was not see by other investigators prior to that

time. Since the maximum increased in intensity with stage, it was assumed that it was a

consequence of the two-dimensionality of the system. Within the same stage, the height

of the susceptibility peak increased with the number of iron atoms next to iron vacancies

(211.

Phase transitions in other GIC such as CoCl2 , and NiCl2 were also reported by Ka-

rnia et . 122,23, recently theme transitos wer also conimed by Elahy et &1 [241.

The authors of (241 have concluded that the magnetic intercalants exhibit a very general

type of magnetic behavlo,, e t of species or of stage. More recently low tem-

perature magnetic phas transitions wer reported for MaCl2 (251, and also for stage 1

CsEu [261. Qualt ivWy mot of the reporte phase transitions have shown similarties

in both magnetic Ileld and te-ear dependence~ diffeence mist only in the loca-

tion of the transition points and the dc magnetic feld needed to quench the peaks in

the measured rmeti sscaptibility. Most of the reported eperimntal data have been

analysed on the basis of a L ae a XY model with a low temprature transition
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to a two-dimasional antifunomagnotic phase [24-25].
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EXPERIMENTAL

a) Characterization of samples

The FeCI3-GIC samples were prepared using a standard two-zone furnace technique

where stage index was controlled by the temperature difference between the graphite

host (HOPG) and the FeCI3 powder. The samples were in the form of thin rectangular

plates of dimensions 1.SxO.5xO.l cm 3 . Well-staged samples were achieved by controlling

the pressure of C12 gas inside the intercalation tube, as well as the partial pressure of

FeCl3 through rigid temperature controll. After intercalation, the samples were charac-

terized for identity and uniformity of staging using x-ray (001) diffraction. Only single

stage, well staged samples were used in the magnetic measm ts. The x-ray difrac-

tograms were also used to determine the c-axis repeat distance I. after cycling the sam-

ples from room to liquid helium temperature, and showed that the cycling did not affect

this staging distance.

Most of the samples measured w characterized by means of the M&sbauer effect,

which can reveal the ratio of iron atoms next to iron vacancies to that of the total num-

ber of iron atoms in the intercalant layer as well as that of Fe2+ to that of Fe3+ 117,191.

The initial measurements wes performed on the same samples used in the Musbauer

investigations. The same measured mple characterized periodically, before and

after the measmen t, over a time span of over a year, having been stored at room

temperatur in a dry nitroge enviroment. No deterioration was observed in the sam-

ples during the period of t [71. Once d t on was observed the sam-

ples wsr discarded. In ige stup saples, wher stage-disordMer is expected 1281, the

Kendricks-Teller [29J, and Mets and lohlwein [30 analysis technique were used to cal-

culate the Intensity, width and location of the x-ray reflections. We find that our exper-

imental x-ray data on the stage 9 samples reported in this article ae in good agreement
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with that calculated for the pure and well-staged stage 9. Although a small admixture of

stage 10 can not be excluded, this stage serves as an example of a high stage sample.

An shown in Table I of reference [19), the M~ea'auer analysis of our initial samples

showed that 17*3% of the iron sites were next to vacancies (ISNV) in stages 1 and 2

while this number was 19*3% and 13*E3% for stages 4 and 6, respectively. The Fe2+

sites comprised 23*3% in stages 1 and 2 at low temperatures while only 3*1% in stages

4 and 6. In asimilar set of measurements it wasa&Woshown that the amount of F02+in-

creased systematically with a decrease in tmeauefrom about lOOK to LOX, and was

constant below that temperature [131. In some of the subeen sample. the percentage

of .rn tonettvancs was reduced to 7% or lower.

If one assume, that most of the site. ar to vacancies come from the atoms at the

boundary of the intercalate islands, one can calculate the minimum, average diameter of

an island to be 4Afor a1% ISNVad 75Afor 7%ISNV correponding to clusters of

200 and 1500 atoms tospectively. If, however, most of the ISNV's were to come from the

island boundaries, one would observe two 1SNY site.. One would come from the ISNV

next to one vacancy and another next to two vacancies. Only the ISNV next to one va-

cancy was obeerved [311. It is therefore argued that since only one kind of ISNV was ob-I

served, the ISNV's wase within the islas. Because an a honeycomb lattice there would

be three MrNVs near to ass vacancy, the vacancy percentage would be 1/3 that of the

ISVN percentage and the Wsand sin would be much bigger than the above limit.. On

the whole, there wa consstency in. the magnetic mesrmnsbetween the sample.

within one stage. This is true with the exception of several sample. which siguicantly

deviated from the norm and upon fusrthr" mnto turned out to be FeCig Interca-

lated copud.In each case, more than one sampl as used in our magnetic meao-

surements, and in some case as many as 5 orG6.
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b) e a t technique

A standard ac bridge technique [61 was employed to probe the magnetic

susceptibility(x') of the system. The signal was picked-up by a two-phase lock-in ana-

lyzer which can detect signals down to 1 I volt. The data were taken at several frequen-

cies ranging between 40 Hz to 1000 Hs.

A computer-controiled system, via A/D and D/A converters, was used to operate

the apparatus at all desirable conditions. The temperatures of the samples above 2K

were measured by a calibrated silicon diode thermometer, while temperatures below 2K

were determined by means of the H4 vapor pressure. This allowed for an accuracy of

tlmK at 2K. When greater resolution was required, a carbon resistor was employed.

The resistance of certain carbon resistors, in our case an IRC brand, is very temperature

sensitive at low temperature. This method enabled us to detect temperature changes of

less than 0.lm

The susceptibility coils were always kept in a cryogenic bath, thus changing the the

temperature of the sample did not change the temperature of the coils. At high temper-

atures (nitrogen to room temperature), the coils were immersed in liquid nitrogen.

An ac current In the primaiy circuit, of magnitude 4 mA and below, was used to

keep the amplitude of the mailt me field below O.AG, thus non-linear susceptibility ef-

fects were aeluded. To lavetgate the susceptibility as a function of the magnetic deld,

a de magentis Add In the rang of (0-150G) was applied to the samples. Fig(l) shows

schematcally siwnl layers of GIC with the intercalant (striped layers). Generally the

probing ac and the extmal de magnetic flds a parallel to the a-b plane, thus the in-

plane maetic sceptibilt component was measured in this configuration. Other con-

figurations wer used In the various measurements and will be mentioned as appropriate.

Out ample holder was deigned so that the orientation of the sample can be adjusted to
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any desired configuration relative to the exciting field direction. The c-axis susceptibility

data were taken when the a-b plane aligned perpendicular to the exciting field. Config-

urations where the dc field was perpendicular to the measuring ac field, either along the

c-axis or along the a-b plane were also used.

Mechanical vibrations can cause serious problems in this kind of experiment, thus

careful attention has been paid to ensure that the sample was firmly attached to the

sample holder and in a rigid configuration with the susceptibility coils. A special com-

puter program was made to transfer the data from a MACSYM-350, ANALOG DE-

VICES, Inc., computer, which monitors thA apparatus and collects the data, to a Digital

Equipment Corporation VAXil minicomputer for routine analysis.
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UZSULTS AND ANALYSIS

a) In-Plane Susceptibility

The susceptibility results in zero external dc magnetic field of stage 1 through 6,

and 9 samples are presented in Fig.(2). In this configuration the measuring ac field was

perpendicular to the c-axis, thus in-plane susceptibility data are shown in the figure.

The susceptibility is given in arbitrary units, however it is normalized for the amount

of iron in each sample and at a bequency of 40 Ks. Also, all the susceptibility data are

subtracted from the value at the lowest measured temperature 1.1K. At low frequencies

and away from the transition, (at the transition the relaxation times can be very long,

r = 6 X 10-3& [321) the arbitrary unit is equal to 1.0 emu/mole of iron. However, the sus-

ceptibility varies with the measuring frequency and thus we give our data in "arbitrary"

units. For a more detailed analysis of this we refer the reader to reference 32. As shown

in the figure, all the stages have low temperatur susceptibility maxima at about the

same temperature but the relative size of the peaks is different, stage 5 has the largest

peak.

As shown in the insert to figure 2, where the logarithm of the peak size, Xm, is plot-

ted as a function of stage, n, the peak sixe for stages 1 through 5 follows an exponential

law. More exactly,

xft M.O28ezp( ) (1)

for 1 _5 a : S5. This n ats tha the graphite layers shield the intercalant layer interac-

tion eoamtally, silar to the shielding of electrom mtic radiation from the interior

of a conductor due to the ski depth. The conducting graphite layers between the inter-

calant layers shield the interplanr intercalant interaction, and thus controll the dimen-

sionality of the magnetic system In stage 5 the magnetic intercalant layers are 22.7 A

apart. The sharp iMase of the peak size from stage 1 to stage 5 indicates that five
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stages of the graphite layers between the intercalant layers are sufficient to completely

reduce the interlayer interactions and produce a two-dimensional magnetic system. As

shown in Fig.(2), the peak sizes started to decrease for samples of stages higher than

stage S.

We surmise that the decrease in the relative peak size beyound stage 5 is related

to the in-plane density of the magnetic ions, because the in-plane intercalant density of

gr&phite-FeC1s compounds decreases as the stage is increaed (31]. As shown in reference

31, the in-plane density varies within stage at low stages from 100% to 95%. This vari-

tion was not observed in our susceptibility measurements. The variation of the in-plane

density can be attributed to the existence of large islands (35,34j in the intercalant com-

pound, a decrease in the number of iron ions in these islands is expected when the stage

index is increased. Therefore we suggest that the maximum in the relative peak size of

the susceptibility versus the stage index, presented in Table I, is due to the competition

between the diyengonal'ty of the system and the intercalant in-plane density. Moreover

it is interesting to note that, as shown in Table I, the transition tempeatures also vary

with the stage index and stage 4 hsw the lowest trnsition temperature. This indicates

an additional aspect of the competition between dimaslosaity and in plane density,

since otherwise all the trlttmow would have occured at the same temperature for all

the stam.

The imapstls aomu* in this system depends strogly on the external applied dc

manetic fLd. The suseptibility data vumus the extermal applied dc magnetic fteld for

stage 6 ad sktae 9, w mampl, an presented in Fig.(3) and 71g.(4) rmpectively. Note

that the scal of Fig.(3) and Fg.(4) ar different frm those of Fig.(2) at the maimum.

The reason is that, because of the relaxa time (321 the usceptibility varies with fre-

quency. Fig.(2) repremts the peak sizes at 397Hs while Fig.(3) is at 39s- and Fig.(4)

is at 1973z. In these figures the exciting field is perpendicula to the c-axis, thus the
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in-plane susceptibilities are the measured data. In this paper we have adopted the con-

vention that B stands for the enternal exciting ac magnetic field and H stands for the

external applied dc magnetic field. In this case H i. applied parallel to B. As shown in

the figures, the peak size is drastically reduced when a magnetic field of the order of 5G

is applied to the sample. One would expect that in three dimensions a phase transition

would be quenched by a magnetic filed at least in the order of kaT or 1.8KG. Therefore

we suspect that the increase in the number of graphite layers between two successive in.

tercalant layers, which reduce the intercalant interaction, contribute to the strong field

dependence. Spin glasses also exhibit strong low field dependence and there may be a.

relation of our system to that of a two-dimensional spin glass.

In Fig.($) and Fig.(6) the in-plane susceptibility at constant temperature, normal-

ized to the zo fild value, is shown s a function of the external applied dc magnetic

field N for different temper a for staep 6 and stage 3 respectively. Here H is again

parallel to B. The remarkable features in these figures are the low field local minima in

the susceptibility, more pronounced for stage 3, which steeply decrease on the left shoul-

der near the transition tmperatu his rapid turnover of the susceptibility at a very

small magnetic U and its subseqount increan is in qualitative agreement with the re-

suts of mean field cakulations for two dimensiona dipoles on a honeycomb lattice E351.

In these mean feld calculations, we considered a system of dipoles on a two-

dimensin honeycomb lattice. Dipolar interactions are inherently anisotropic since

they depend am both ;d - JTj and A . 4, where A denotes the magnetic moment of the

dipole and r i the distance betweer the two interacting dipoles. The dipoles were con-

strained to rotate about an axis normal to the plane and thus to point along the plane.

That system has a continuously degenemte pround state whose enerag is -1.95K per

dipole if the dipole moment and separation of the dpols is that of the iron in FeC3.

There is a phase transition in zero field which takes place at 1K and is lowered in an
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applied field. In a perfect lattice, the magnetic susceptibility increases with an applied

magnetic field at low helds. If, however, defects are taken into account, the suscepti-

bility has a minimum with the application of an external field at, a constant tempera-

ture. Since the results calculated for this model system are of the same order of magni-

tude and qualitatively similar to those measured for FeCI3 IGC, we assume that in-plane

dipolar interactions play a significant role in the behavior of our measured systems. As

will be seen below, in the c-axis measurements at low temperatures, the spins tend to

rotate in the plane, thus approximating the configuration of the model system above.

It is of interest to note the relative lrp increase in the susceptibiliy on the high

field side of the minima for stage 3, compared with that for stage 6, where the suscep-

tibility exceeds the zero field value. This emphasizes the still existing interplanar inter-

actions in the lower stages. Stage 2 exhibits similar behaviour to that of stage 3 [I8].

As we have shown the interplanar interactions decrease as the stages increase, thus the

in-plane magnetic phase of stage 3, where 3-dimenmional effects ar still significant, is ef-

fected by the applied field in a way as to reduce the interplanar interaction and increase

the in-plane interactions of the system. In stage 6 the interplanar interactions ae al-

ready quenched by the graphite layers and the xternal field is not expected to increase

the in-plane Magnetization simllantly in this low mage* field.

The explanations of other susceptibility peaks [241 wer based on a two-dimensional

XY modael [36 , howev the existence of a spin gla transition was also suggested 1211.

The model cakulations mentioned above [351 have the XY symmetry. Lundgen et aI

[371 have suusted a three dimensional spin glass model to relate the in-phase and out-

of-phase parts of the magnetic susceptibility. We have tried their approach to the analy-

sis of the magnetic anomaly in our system in the frequency rawg of our data and found

no quantitave agreement between the suggested model and our data. Therefore we again

conclude that the matic anomaly in this system is two dimensional in nature. The
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spins are locally locked in layered plane. and contibute to the two-dimensional anomaly.

The fact that the spins are conftned to the the a-b plane is confirmed by our c-axis sus-

ceptibility measurements.

b) C-Axis Susceptibility

The c-axis susceptibility was measured over wide temperature range. For stage 3

and stage 6 we did not observe any magnetic anomaly at low temperatures, however the

susceptibility showed a steep decline as the temperature decreased thus indicating that

the spins are locked in the planes as temperature is lowered. Appearently the Curie law

is not applicable for these data in any temperature range.

The low temperature data an presestod in Flg.(7). The figure show. the c-axis sus-

ceptibility of stage 6 versus the tempersture at different external dc magnetic fields. As

shown in the figure, the susceptibility in this direction is down by a factor of 100 from

the in-plme value. No significant anomaly exit in this direction. Experimentally, per-

fect orientation of the sample is very di'cult and in addition the graphite plans may

be out of parallel by se much as a few deres, thus we exec a small contribution from

the in-plane anomaly to the c-aids data. This coatribution due to msorlentation appears

as a small peak in the c-axis susceptibility data nea the transition temperature.

As shown in Fig.(7), the applied de magnetic field does not change the the c-axis

susceptibility sinificntly e It doss in the in-plans cse which is shown in Fig.(3). In

this high stage low tp ar limit the spins are expected to be confined to a plane

parallel to the praphite layeus, and thus ar free to realign themselves along the applied

field only in the in-plane directions. Therefore, in this small magnetic field limit and for

the highet stage samples, the c-ais susceptibility Is les sensitive to the applied mag-

netic field than the in-plane data.
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Since the c-axis susceptibility data at low temperature were continously increasing

as a function of temperature, we decided to extend our measurements to higher tempera-

tures where a high temperature magnetic susceptibility maximum might exist. As shown

in Fig.(8), the stage 3 susceptibility increases monotonically while the stage 6 suscep-

tibility has a shoulder at about 65K and a small maximum at a temperature of about

140K. At 65K the c-axis susceptibility of stage 6 is a factor of 200 greater than that at

2K and below. We take this as evidence that the spins are locked in the plane at low

temperatures. This is contrasted with stages I and 2 where above 15K the magneti sus-

ceptibility obeys the Curie-Weiss law both along the a-b and along the c-direction.

The large size of stage 6 c-axis susceptibility versus the temperatures relative to

that for Stage 3, shown in Fig.(8), is another manifestation of the two dimensionality at

low temperatures. In stage 6 the spins are locked in the plane at low temperatures and

as the temperature is raised the spins ae relesed from the planar orientation and are

free to respond to the field in the i' direction. In stage 3, the interaction between planes

hinders the response of the spins in the i direction, and thus the susceptibility is smaller.

Stage 3 is not completely two dimensional, and interplane interactions play a role in this

stage.
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c) Crtcal Bdavior

A maximum in the magnetic susceptibility often denotes a magnetic phase transi-

tion which, if it is a second order transition, can be analyzed in terms of critical expo-

nents [381. As mentioned above, similar transitions were anlyzed in terms of the Koster-

lits and Thoules XY model [39,401 and thus we decided to subject our data to a similar

analysis. Before this analysis, however, the measured susceptibility has to be modified so

an to account for the shape of the sample (411.

Because of the high susceptibility at the maximum, each spin does not see the exter-

nally applied field, but a field which is modifed by the field of the surrounding dipoles.

This modification or shielding depends on the shape of the sample. In what follows we

designate the externally measured susceptibility by xext, and the actual susceptibility of

the spin as Xin. The relation between the two susceptibilities is

Xi = x..u/(1 - X..,) (2)

where c is the shape factor. The shape factor can be exactly calculated only for ho-

mogenious substances of ellipsoidal shape. Neither of these conditions applies to our

substance since it is an iszoenous substance in the form of thin rectangular plates.

Because of that one has to resort to experiment.

If one assumes that at the maximum the Xin, is inAnite then

C = i/x.. (3)

at that point. A fnlt. but very lm susceptibility does not change this reudt siqn-

cantly.

I one uses the value obtained for e from equation 2 and applies it to our data by

use of Eq.(2) one obtains susceptibility values shown in Flg.(9). This figure shows the
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natural logarithm of Xim. a a function of the reduced temperature t = (T - T.)IT,

where T is the temperature at the susceptibility maximum. Although this procedure in-

troduces an infinity where only rounded maxima exist, it is justified by the fact that our

data agree well with equation (4), below, over a wide range of temperature. Moreover,

the best fit was found with X..t being finite and of the order of 400 rather than infinity.

Figure (10) shows the natural logarithm of the susceptibility as a function of the

natural logarithm of the absolute value of the reduced temprature for stage 6. Simi-

lar data reduction was performed on stages 4, 5 and 9 with similar results. Stages I , 2

and 3 were not suited for this analysis because of interference from the high susceptibil-

ity due to 3-dimensional interactions [181 which necmitated the subtraction of the field

sensitive component from the total susptibility, with an accompanying loss in accuracy.

The square are for T > T. while X represent data for T < T.. This graph suggests the

usual power law behavior of the susceptibility

X 0C I(T - T)/I'0l" (4)

with -y = 1.97 for T > Tg and -y = 1.85 for T < T. The error in -1 is ±0.1. The slopes

of the drawn lines denote -y. The value for -y is unusually large. For a three dimensional

system - has the value between I and 1.25 while the calculated value for the two dimen-

sional Ising model is 1.75 (se reference 38 p. 47). Our values appear to be higher than

that and thus it appears that we are dealing wih a somewhat different phenomenon. Our

data were also fitted to an equation derived by Kosterlitz [401

x 0 ezp(bt) (5)

where b is a constant. Ou data fit Eq.(5) only in a very limited temperature region.

The data shown in Flg.(10) ae well within the accuracy of our experiment since 1nl(T -

T.)/TI = -7.5 represents a temperature difference of one millidegree.
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Figures (11) and (12) show the magnetic field dependence of the susceptibility. Two

configurations were used. The measuring field was along the a-b plane while the applied

dc magnetic field was normal to the measuring field either along the &-b, in plane direc-

tion H., or along the c-axis direction H.. Both the temperature shift of the maximum

and the size show a high field and low field behavior. The horizontal axis is calibrated in

terms of H. where H. has a value of 17G for H, and 7.5G for H..

Figure (11) shows the temperature at which the peak occurs, in terms of the re-

duced temperature (T-Te)/T. as a function of the applied field. Here T. is the trasition

temperature at zero field. One sees that the maximum is shifted to higher temperatures

as the magnetic field is applied. Moreover, two straight line can be drawn through the

points. One at low field with a steep slope and one at high field with a shallower slope.

The slope at low field is a factor of 3 greater than that at high field. In addition, He

is more effective in shifting the temperature of the maximum than He by a factor of

17/7.5, the ratio of H. in the respective directions. A similar low and high field behav-

ior is seen if one plots the logarithm of the susceptibility peak size as a function of the

applied magnetic field normalized to H., as shown in Fig.(12). One can fit the data in

Fig.(12) with the expression

XIMS(H) = Xmas(O)eZP(- /HO) (6)

with xe. denoting the susceptibility at the maximum. For Hs the value of # = 1.3 for

the low feld and = 0.6 at high field, while forH .the value of # = I for low field and

* = 0.4 for high field. Similar behavior was observed in other GIC samples (241.

To summaizse, our daa obey the power law behavior of general second order phase

transitions, with an exponent 7 greater than that expected for a two-dimensional aing

model. In an externally applied magnetic field the susceptibility maximum exhibits a

distinct low field and high field behavior.



CONCLUSION

The in-plan.e magnetic susceptibility data Of FeC13 GIC indicate that all the stages

of this mntercalant compound possess a low temperature magnetic phas transition at

temperature between 1.7K and 1.8K. This transition obeys the power law dependence

of second order transitions. The data suggest that the transition is two-dimensional in

nature. Similarities in the behavior of the transition and calculations of the behavior of

a two-dimnensional dipola system on a honeycomb, lattice suggest that dipolar interac-

tions play a signifiant role. The relative size of the anomaly in the magnetic suscepti-

bility is maximum for stage 5. If the size of the low tmeaure susceptibility maximnum

in taken an an indication of two-dimensionality, then the sheding of the magnetic in-

teraction by graphite layers is exponential. The variation in the size of the ma&ximumn

is described as a competition between the staging mechanism. which contributes to the

two-diensionallty and the in-plane density.

As shown in GIC, the graphite layer. between the intercalant layers screen the in-

tercalant interplane interactions in a way as to provide a two-dimensional magnetic sys-

tem. The low dimensional nature of this phase trasition, is supported by the dependence

of the susceptibility poas on the magnetic field, the application of a small dc magnetic

fid in the order of 10G smar out the peak completly, whereas one would expect this

to happen at fields of the order of LOWk in shree dimensions. The c-axis susceptibility

does not show my anomaly at low temeature. Moreover, the susceptibility in this di-

rection in not senstive to the small dc external magnetic fields which implies the confine-

Mont of the Intercalant muane aping to the Plan" parallel to the graphite layers.
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Table I
Stage index verus the relative peak size and the peak

temperature of the susceptibility for FeCI3 IGC.

Stage Peak Size Temperature
1 0.0646 1.793
2 0.2256 1.74"
3 0.4381 1.746
4 1.4381 1.710
5 5.1677 1.735
6 1.8329 1.761
9 1.4706 11.7681
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Layered structure for stage 2 FeCI3-GIC, the striped layers are the intercalant.

Fig. 2. The in-plane magnetic susceptibility vi temperature for different stages of FeCd3-

GIC near the transition temperature. The insert shows the logarithm of the peak height

(Xm) as a function of the stage index (n) to emphasize the exponential behavior for

15nS5.

Fig. 3. The in-plane magnetic susceptibility vi temperature for stage 6 FeCIs-GIC. H

denotes the applied dc magnetic fields in Gauss in the a-b direction.

Fig. 4. The in-plane magnetic susceptibility vs temperature for stage 3 FeClrGIC. H

denotes the applied dc magnetic fields in Gauss in the a-b direction.

Fig. 5. The in-plane magnetic susceptibility vi applied magnetic field for stage 6 FeCI-

GIC near the transition temperature.

Fig. 6. The in-plane mn4petic susceptibility vs applied magnetic field for stage 3 FeC13-

GIC near the transition temperature.

Fig. 7. The low temperature c-axis magnetic susceptibility vs temperature near the

transition temperature for stage 6 FeCIa-GIC. H denotes the applied dc magnetic fields

in Gauss.

Fig. 6. The c-axis susceptibility vs temperature for stage 3 and stage 6 FeCIrGIC ex-

tended to high tmperature.

Fig. 9. Natural logrithm of the shap-corrected in-plane susceptibility at zero dc mag-

netic field vs the reduced temperature for stage 6 FeCi-raphite intercalation com-

pound.

Fig. 10. Natural logarithm of the in-plane susceptibility at zero dc magnetic field vs

natural logarithm of the reduced tempertur showing the universal power law behav-

ior. The square. denote data for T>T. and the x denote data for T<T..

Fig. 11. Temperature dependence of the ir-plane susceptibility maximum vs the applied
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dc magnetic field for stage 6 FeCis-GIC. The squares are for H along the c-axis (H,) nrd

the x aue for H along the a-b plane (H.).

Fig. 12. Natural logarithm of the in-plane susceptibility maximum vs the applied dc

magnetic filed for stage 6 FOCl3rGIC. The squares are for H along the c-axis (H,) and

the x are for H along the a-b plane (H.).
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APPENDIX III

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Observation of spin glass state in FeCI,: intercalated
graphite

S E Millmant and G 0 Zimmerman
Physics Department, Basto Univerity, Boston. Mass. 0221S. USA

Received 9 August 1962

Abstract. FeCI3 Intercalated graphite compounds exhibit a sharp maximum in magnetic
susceptibility at 1.7 K. By using Msabaver spectroscopy a a characterisation tool, we show
t this p Is dramathculy enhanced as the number of iron vacancies in the intercalaint

lattice is , -e1e. These results strongly suggest that the sharp susceptibility maximum is
due to a spin Ils transition where the iron vacancies inhibit long-rane magnetic order,
thus providing a nw seris of compounds to help elucidate the many unknown properies
of the spin gls sats.

The onset of a spin glass state is frequently signalled by a rather sharp peak in the
susceptibility at low magnetic fields (Mydosh 1981, Maletta 1980). Although this state
from a theoretical point of view is still a puzzle, one frequently invokes strong magnetic
short-range order as a qualitative description of the sharp peak. Chemical short-range
order would strongly affect such magnetic short-range order (Binder 1982). In this
Letter we use a very recently developed characterisation technique for graphite-FeCi,
compounds, Mr•sbauer spectroscopy, to anatyse the microscopic structure of each
sample. In particular, we find sites which are nearest neighbours to iron vacancies whose
numbers vary from sample to sample. By comparing samples having x-ray diffractograms
which are almost identical, we find that the amplitude of the sharp susceptibility peak
shows a dramatic increase as the number of sites which are nearest neighbours to iron
vacancies is only slightly increased, as if approaching a percolation threshold. In addi-
tion, we provide a new series of compounds, the magnetic graphite intercalation com-
pounds on which the spin ilm state can be studied, which has quite different physical
properties from the usual metallic alloys.

Previous experiments by Elahy etat (1982) have shown that the existence of a sharp
peak in susceptibility is a rather universaproperty among many magnetic compounds
which may be intercalated into graphite. However, these experiments have been inter-
preted as being due to the existenc, of a two-dimensional XY model transition and have
been compared to the theory of Kosterlitz and Thouless (Suzuki and Ikeda 1981). The
sharp peak in susceptibility was proposed by Elahy et al (1982) as being the universal
magnetic signature for magnetic intercalants of stage ; 2. In this work we show that, in
the limit of no iron vacancies, the susceptibility curves tend to an antiferromagnetic peak
for stage 2 FeC13 intercalants. Even for samples exhibiting a large sharp peak in the

t Present address: IBM Research Laboratories, 00 Cottle Rd. San Jose. CA 95193, USA.

0022-3719/0040089 + 05 $02.2 0 1983 The Institute of Physics
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susceptibility curves the bulk of the iron atoms still enter into a long-range magnetically
ordered state.

The samples studied were prepared by intercalating anhydrous FeC 3 into highly
ordered pyrolytic graphite using the two-zone vapour transport method. Employing this
growth process, the graphite temperature is maintained at 350 *C while the temperature
of the ferric chloride is varied to achieve different stages. An overpressure of about 250
Ton of chlorine gas was used to encourage staging. The intercalated compounds were
characterised for identity and uniformity of staging using (001) x-ray diffraction both
before and after our susceptibility measurements. All samples were essentially single
staged, showing only very weak secondary diffraction peaks due to other stages.

The molecular structure of graphite-FeCI3 has been determined by x-ray and electron
diffraction studies and by electron microscopy studies (Cowley and lbers 1956, Evans
and Thomas 1975). These studies have concluded that the molecular structure of
graphite-FeC13 is essentially unchanged from that of its two constituents. As in pristine
anhydrous FeCI3, the iron ions form hexagonal planes where each iron atom is sur-
rounded by an octahedron of chlorine ions.

The susceptibility measurements were made by a standard Ac bridge method (Max-
well 1965) operating at about 40 Hz. The amplitude of the magnetic field at the sample
was kept below I Oe. The susceptibility cois were kept at a constant temperature while
the temperature of the samples was varied inside an isolated chamber. The temperatures
above 4.2 K were measured by a calibrated carbon resistor and a calibrated metal
resistance thermometer (Millman et at 1982). Below 4.2 K the sample was in direct
contact with the helium bath and temperatures were determined from the vapour
pressure of the helium bath.

Mfssbauer spectra were taken in transmission geometry with the y ray direction
parallel to the graphite c axis. Temperatures were controlled to within 0.1 K and were
measured by a calibrated diode.

In figure I we show the low-temperature portion of our susceptibility curves with the
measuring field parallel to the basal plane for three stage 2 samples. Although the
samples have almost identical x-ray diffractograms, the susceptibility curves show some
quite dramatic differences. In paticular, the sharp peak present at 1.7 K has a much
different amplitude for the three samples. We will label the samples in order of increasing
peak amplitude as samples I to 3. The susceptibility is given in arbitrary units but each
curve has been normalised to the amount of iron in each sample. The relative amount
of iron in each sample was calculated by comparing the areas under the Mssbauer
curves of each of the samples at the same temperature. The only error arising in this
calculation is that the background radiation is assumed to be sample-independent.
However, since the same MOsbuer apparatus was used for this measurement we can
assign at most a 5% error bar to possible slightly different sample alignments. We will
show later by comparing the backgrounds of the susceptibility curves that this method
of calculatingthe relative amountof Iron isquite sensitive. Although one usually assumes
that the stoichiometry C.4, FoCh (wbere n is the stage) is valid, we have found that this
method maybe quite inaccurate, due eitherto formation of intercalant islands, a gradient
in concentration through the bulk sanpe, or a loss of some of the intercalant over long
periods of te (Millman 1962a).

The Maesbauer spectra of tbse saiples at 10.0 K are shown in figure 2. Notice the
small peaks which e superposd on both sides of the main peak, a shown in the
figure. Although we will discus the interpretation of this site in more detail elsewhere
(Corson etat 1982, Milman 1982b), briefly it has an isomer shift indicative of an Fe3
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are down in figure 1. The position of the two nts which comprie the iron sites nearest

neighbour to iron vacwacies are indicated by the straight lines. Zero velocity is measured
relative to the mootre of rait o irs fil specum at room temperature.

ion but a quite large quadrupole splitting for an Fe' ion of 1.3 mm s-1. The relative

ratio of peak intensities is 5: 3, which indicates that the major axis of the electric field
gradient tensof is pointing in the baua plane. The large quadrupole splitting along with
the direction of the major axis of the electric field gradient tensor indicates that these
sites are nearest neighbours to iron vcancies in the Intercatant planes. A model for
iron vacancies in rphite FeQ 3 has redy been proposed by Wertheim et ar (1980).

We will show later that the susceptibility curves are also consistent with the existence
of an in-plne animotropy axis. The main result of these MOssbauer spectra is that as
the number of sites which are nearest neighbours to iron vacancies is increased the
sharp peak in the susceptibility correspondingly increases. By comparing the relative
areas of the Mblbauer spectra our least-squares fits to the spectrum show that
7 :t 1%, 9 t: 1% and 11 1% of the total iron sites are nearest neighbours to iron
vacancies.
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The height of the sharp susceptibility peak does not seem to depend linearly on the
number of sites nearest neighbour to iron vacancies. In fact, the relative magnitude of
this peak increases for the three samples in the sequence 1. 1.5, 12.5 as the number of
sites nearest neighbour to vacancies increases as 7. 9, 11. This nonlinear dependence on
vacancies may indicate that a percolation threshold is being approached. We also find
that the susceptibility curves show very anisotropic behaviour. If we measure the sus-
ceptibility perpendicular to the basal plane we find only a very tiny contribution of the
sharp peak at 1.7 K, which can be completely explained as arising from a parallel
susceptibility component due to the small crystalline misorientation known to exist in
these compounds. Therefore, the susceptibility curves corroborate the Mossbauer
measurements, which indicates a large in-plane anisotropy axis.

We remark that even for the sample exhibiting the largest peak in the susceptibility,
the bulk of the spins still exhibit long-range magnetic order as we have reported elsewhere
(Millman ei at1982). Since the sharp peak in susceptibility is shown to be quenched by
Dc fields as small as 20 Oe (Zimmerman et al 1981, Elahy et at 1982) it is quite easy to
deconvolute the two contributions to the susceptibility. We show in figure 3 the curve of
one of the samples, sample 2, for which the sharp peak has been quenched by a Dc field
of 80 Oe, along with that with no external Dc field. We note that the backgrounds of the
curves shown in figure I are almost identical in the paramagnetic regime (above 2.3 K)
for samples I and 2 and only slightly smaller for sample 3. The slightly smaller back-
ground for sample 3 can be explained as arising from the increased number of spins for
this sample which are contained in the spin glais peak. The consistency of the back-

c20-
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U, • gQl • , • , v

all. S y venma tapw ower a wde map of temperature for sample 2

i Ipm I and 2. The tine repapun the o ty curve in um extemal Dc ki while
theim re rlom t ompm ty cum at 80 Oa. wh as ue been aWied to quench
dieW bo ltlm pek. N mpo l thmM pi .8a peak is compared to the rmt of the
mmplt inm ewem w dam a laermic scale. Te suscepibility units are thesame as doa Ia 5gw. 1.
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grounds indicates that the normalisation of the susceptibility curves by Mossbauer
spectroscopy is quite accurate.

These results indicate that the sharp peak observed in the susceptibility is not due to
the two-dimensionality of the compound but rather to vacancies inhibiting the long-
range order of some of the spins. Anhydrous FeCI3 is known to contain competing
interactions since its spin structure has l-en shown to be a spiral through neutron
diffraction (Cable et a 1962). Therefore, tcreasing the number of vacancies is akin to
putting non-magnetic impurities into a sysem containing competing interactions which
for sufficient non-magnetic impurities will cause the system to go over to the spin glass
state (Mydosh 1981, Maletta 1980). Although these results have only been shown for
the FeO 3 intercalant, the existence of similar sharp peaks in other magnetic intercalants
suggests that intercalant vacancies also occur in these compounds. In fact, small inter-
calant islands of only about 100 A in diameter have been observed in graphite-NiCI 2
(Flandrois eta! 1981). It seems rather likely that if such small islands are occurring, then
vacancies would also exist in these islands.

In conclusion, by using M6ssbauer spectroscopy as a tool for calibrating the micro-
scopic structure of FeC 3 intercalated graphite compounds we have found a strong
dependence in the magnetic susceptibility curves with the amount of sites which are
nearest neighbours to iron vacancies. The sensitivity of M6ssbauer spectroscopy is even
more surprising when we consider that, assuming uncorrelated vacancies, the threefold
honeycomb lattice implies that only 4% of the local number of intercalant atoms are
vacant, even for sample 3. These results may also help in understanding the spin glass
state better, since they introduce a new series of compounds for which it can be studied.

We are happy to acknowledge many helpful discussions with G Dresselhaus, M S
Dresselhaus, R B Frankel, G Kirczenow, G Papaefthymiou and S Redner. We would
also like to thank R B Frankel and G Papaefthymiou for making their Mossbauer
spectrometer available to us. This work was supported by AFOSR subcontract
F49620-81-C-0006 and by the Francis Bitter National Magnet Laboratory which is
supported by the NSF.
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Relaxation effects in graphite intercalation compounds

A. K. Ibrahim and 0. 0. Zimmerman
Physics Department, Boston Uniersity, Boston, Massachusetts 02215

(Received 20 March 1986)

The ac susceptibility bridge technique is applied to the measurement of a Ions spin-lattice relaxa-
tion time associated with the magnetic anomaly which has been reported for Peal graphite inter-
calation compounds at 1.75 K. [nvestigations of this relaxation mechanism show that the specific
heat of the spin system at low temperatures contributes to an anomaly in the relaxation time near
the temperature of the magnetic anomaly. Our results indicate that the graphite layers between the

magnetic iteeslant layers act as nounagetic spacing layers allowing the c-axis spin-spin coupling
to be varied.

INTRODUCTION heat of the spin system. Relaxation effects for GIC's in
which low-temperature magnetic phase transitions were

In graphite intercalation compounds (GIC's) the electri- reported have not yet been explored. As shown in the fol-

cal resistivity is one of the properties momt drastically lowing sections, investigation of such effects can provide
changed by intercalation of both acceptm and donom me- information about the heat capacity of the system and
terbs,'z it is also one which holds the greatest promise also about the nature of the mentioned magnetic anomaly
for technological applications.3 If one wants to use the in these compounds.
conventional four-probe technique to measure the tris- In this work we have measured the long relaxation time
tivity of thes materials, the high anisotropy of GtCs is in the FeCI3-GIC system, using the susceptibility bridge
expected to introduce difficulties in the measurements, technique. We have also used the conventional four-probe
As a result of these difficulties, experimentalists had technique to investigate the electrical resistivity at the

thought of alternative mem to measure the resistivity for low-temperature anomaly which has been observed in the

these highly anisotropic compounds. out- f-phase component of FeCt,-intercalated graphite.'

One of the widely-md approaches in the measurements In fact, no anomaly in the resistivity along the c axis was
of the electrical resistivity in GICs is the low-frequency observed at any temperature. These resistivity results,
eddy-current technique.-' The basic concept of this which will be shown in this work for comparison and

method is that when a sample is inserted into an ac field, whose details are presented elsewhere, are in qualitative

the induced currents in the conductor reduce the magnetic agreement with the theory reported by Sugihara."1 There-

flux which penetrates the conductor. If the signal is fore, it is clear that the anomaly of the out-of-phase com-
detected by a standard susceptibility bridge7 the induced ponent of the susceptibility of FeCl3-intercalated graphite

eddy current, which is proportional to the resistivity of compounds is due to the relaxation effects in the system.

the sample, is related to the out-of-phase or quadrature Although we have concentrated on the measurements of

component of the a qnetic susceptibility.a the ra ation me of stage-6 FeCI3 GIC, because of the

Because reluatiot 'ects which indu . an oat-of-phase similanty in the magnetic anomaly between the various

signal are alo socated with low4w ture nmag c stagM, we can draw analogies from samples other than

anomalies, which have bee vpud for a varisty of that stals Thus we have chosen stages 5 and 9 for the
GIC's," 0 one has to be careful in relating the out-of- comparism between the maximum in the out of phase

phase component of the susceptibility to the resistivity of stsceptibility and the c-axis resistivity.
the system. Relaxation effects, tbror which might The crystal structure of FeC3 is a repeated sequence of
contribute to the out-of-phase signal should not be ig- three layers of hezagongily arranged atoms,' 2 these layers

noted near a magnetic anomaly. are displaced relative to each other so that every iron

In our system, neaw the temperature of the magnetic atom is surrounded by an octahedron of chlorine atoms.

anomaly, a spin-lattice relaxai mechanism is suggested Upon intercalation of FeC) into the graphite, one elec-

as the contributor to the quadrature component of the tron is donated by the graphite host for every four iron

magnetic susceptibility. When a spin system (magnetic atoms.' 3 It is not yet clear what site these donated elec.

ions) is disturbed from its thermal equilibrium by an tron occupy, room temperature Missbuar data 4 "13 and

external source, such as an applied magnetic field, the Rman spectoscopy' t do not support the existence of

heat developed in this spin system has to be given to the Fe 2 as a result of the acceptance by FeCI, of the donat-

lattice. We assume that the spins are in thermal equilibri- ed electron."7 However, there is a discrepancy in the low

um with each other and at a temperature slightly different temperature M6asbauer data for FeCd,. Millman and

from the lattice temperature. The transfer of heat be- Kirwzenowl have reported the existence of Fe1  ions at

tween the spin system and the lattice is associated with a temperatures as high as 100 K which is contradictory to

relaxation time (r), which depends on the thermal con- the work of Ohhashi *I al. 15 More theoretical and expen-

duction between the spins and the lattice and the specific mental work is necessary to understand the intercalation

1) 1986 The Ameican Physical Society
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RELAXATION EFFECTS IN GRAPHITE INTERCALATION COMPOUNDS

mechanism and the associated charge transfer in this sys- ing ac field below 0.1 G, thus nonlinear susceptibility f.

tern. fects were excluded. To investigate the relaxation as a
Studies of the magnetic properties of low stage FeC13  function of the magnetic field, an external dc field in the

GIC, as well as other systems, have shown a low- range of (0-50 G) was applied to the samples. The mal.
temperature phase transition and different mechanisms netic dc and ac fields configurations are shown in Fig. I.

were proposed 9-' ° '" 9 to describe the origin of this transi- It shows schematically several layers of GIC's with the

tion. Limited transport measurements have been reported probing ac and the external dc magnetic fields parallel to
for low-stage FeC13 GIC. In-plane thermal conductivity the a-b plane, thus the induced eddy currents would be

data Z show a dominant electronic contribution at low normal to that plane along the c axis. Mechanical vibra.
temperatures, while high-temperature data indicate a pho- tions can cause serious problems in this kind of experi.

non contribution. The c-axis thermal conductivity, how- ment, thus careful attention has been paid to ensure that

ever, is driven by phonons at all temperatures. The au- the sample was firmly attached to the sample holder and

thors2° have also shown that the anisotropy of the thermal in a rigid configuration with the susceptibility coils.

conductivity is much smaller than that of the electrical The four-probe method was used to probe the out-of.

conductivity. It has been reportedZ that the in-plane plane resistivity, and an on-off current technique enabled

resistivity data of stage-I -and -2 FeCl 3 GIC exhibit a us to subtract out any ambient or spurious voltage from
low-temperature phase transition while stage 3 or 4 did that created by the measuring current. A special comput.

not show any anomaly. It is the purpose of this work, er program was made to transfer the data from a Symbol.

which was initiated a few years ago at Boston University, ics, Inc. MACSYM-350 (ANALOG DEVICES) comput.

to investigate in a full and comprehensive way the proper- er, which monitors the apparatus and collects the data, to
ties of the FeCIl-GIC system. a Digital Equipment Corporation VAXI I minicomputer

for routine analysis.
EXPERIMENTAL

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The FeCI3-GIC samples were prepared using a standard

two-zone furnace technique3 where stage index was con- The most striking result in this work is the temperature

trolled by the temperature difference between the graphite dependence of the out-of-phase component of the magnet.

host (highly-oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG)] and the ic susceptibility which exhibits an anomaly in the form of
FeCI3 powder. The graphite samples were in the form of a sharp peak at temperatures near 1.75t±0.05 K in zero dc

thin rectangular plates of dimensions 1.5 X 0.5 X 0.1 cm 3. magnetic field. This anomalous behavior is correlated

Well-staged samples were achieved by controlling the with the same anomaly which we have seen in the in-

pressure of CIZ gas inside the intercalation tube, as well as phase component of the magnetic susceptibility." Figure

the partial pressure of FeCI3 through rigid temperature 2 shows the correlation between the in-phase and the out-

control. After intercalation, the samples were character- of-phase component as a function of temperatures for

ized for identity and uniformity of staging using x-ray stage-6 FeCI3 GIC at f =39.7 Hz and in zero dc field.

(001) diffraction. The x-ray diffractograms were also As shown in the figure, both the in-phase part (.' and

used to determine the c-axis repeat distance 1, after cy- the out-of-phase part (X") exhibit anomalies in the form

cling the samples from room to liquid helium temperature of sharp peaks with the maximum in X" shifted to lower

and showed that the cycling did not affect this staging temperatures.
distance. The samples were oriented inside the coils in such a

A standard ac bridge technique7 was employed to probe way as to probe the in-plane susceptibility and the out-of-

the signal which is in-phase with the exciting field (related plane resistivity as explained in the preceding section. To

to the relaxation of the system or the out-of-phase suscep-
tibility X") and the signal which is out-of-phase with the
exciting field (related to the in-phase magnetic susceptibil-

ity of the system '). These components were picked up

by a two-phase lock-in analyzer which can detect signals s 8d ee
down to 1 uV. The data were taken at several frequencies---
ranging between 40-1000 Hz.

A computer-controlled system, via analog-to-digital a
(A/D) and digital-to-analog (D/A) converters, was used G RAPHITE

to operate the apparatus at all desirable conditions. The
temperatures of the samples above 2 K were measured by
a calibrated silicon diode thermometer, while tempera- ,aCt
tures below 2 K were determined by mean of the He va- 3

por pressure. The susceptibility coils, were always kept in

a cryogenic bath, thus changing the temperature of the ''

sample did not change the temperature of the coils. At
high temperatures (room to nitrogen temperature), the

coils were immersed in liquid nitrogen. S GE-

An aqecurrent in the primary circuit of magnitude FIG. 1. Layered structure for stage-2 FeCh% G[C. 8,, and
about 4V'niA was used to keep the amplitude of the excit- B. are the applied ac and dc magnetic fields along the b axi,
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FIG. 2. The in-phase ad out-of-phase components of the FIG. 4. The c-axis resistivity versus temperature in the vicint-
magnetic suscpibility versus teriperattires near the transition ity of the magnetic anomaly for stage-S and. -9 FeCd3 01C~s.
point for stage-6 FeC), GIC.

determine whether the correlation between X' and X" is X G X-

due to a resistivity anomaly or due to the long relaxation (1 +WY'I
time in the system, the four-probe resistance measurement X Gr -IC/C)
technique was engaged simultaneously with the suscepti- (I +WY~)'
bility measurements. Figure 3 shows the out-of-phasie whrCad1,reteetcpciestcotntmg
components X" as a function of temperature for stages 5 hr , n ~aeteha aaiisa osatmg
and 9, and Fig. 4 shows the out-of-plane resistivity for the netization and at constant field respectively, and X0 is the
sine samples and in the same temperatumre ne As~ static susceptibility. -r is the relaxation time of the spin
shown in the figures, there is noanomaly in the electrical system, and w is the angular frequency of the exciting
resistivity measured by the four-probe method and the field.
resistivity basically behaves as predicted by Sugihara." The out-of-phase magnetic susceptibility component
Therefore, we can conclude that the low-temperature data were taken as function of frequency and at tempera-
maximum in V' cannot be ascribed to an anomaly in the tures between 1.1 and 2.4 K. Since that component vaned
resistivity, but is related to the relaxation of the spin sys significantly with frequency only in the temperature range
tem. between 1.65 and 1.85 K, constant temperature cuts were

Dased on the above results and the theoretical descrip- made in this temperature range and the measured values
tions of Casimir and Du Pr6,2 we have made a detailed of the quadrature component of the magnetic susceptibili-
investigation of the relaxaton mechanism for stage-6 ty at constant temperature fit to the function given in Eq.
Fea 3 0lC. The real and imagiar punt of the (2). We used a nonlinear Ieaat-squares computer fitting

~ ~.~ ~ i g~m~*~ ~program allowing G and r to be varied to achieve the best
tem ad the frequency by the following equaticm:23

-

'3

a ..

X 2-

0o A .NN W SI

1.4 1.61r (K) FIG. S. The out-of-phase component of the magnetic 'u,,

FIG. 3. The out-of-phase susceptibility component versus tibility versus the angular frequency for stage-6 FeCI (i,.f
temperature for stageS and -9 FeC), 01Cs near the transition The continuous lines are the theoretical functions and the .i

temnpersture bols are the experimental data.
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fit. Figure S shows the fits of the measured data at ten- We have also measured the spin-lattice relaxation time
peratures 1.68, 1.72, and 1.78 K. As shown in the figure, in stage-3 FeCdl OIC and found that the relaxation tine
the data indicate a good fit to the Casimir-Du Pre rela- in stage 3 were shorter by a factor of 4 compared to those
tion in the low-frequency region and a somewhat worse fit of stage 6. According to the Casimir-Du Pre picture, re.
at frequencies near I kHlz. This is due to the fact that in laxation occurs when heat is transferred from the spin.
the high-frequency region, it is difficult to decouple the system, in our case FeCl3 whose temperature changes in a
two components of the measured susceptibility from each sinusoidal fashion, to a lattice which is at a constant tent.
other because capacitive and skin effects impose an upper perature and serves as a heat reservoir:
limit on the sensitivity of the bridge. The high-frequency r= CIK (4)
points, however, were given a lower weight.

The fitting parameters r and G were found to be tem- where C is the spin specific heat and K is the thermal
perature dependent and, in fact, both of them exhibit conductivity. If heat transfer were due to the electrons in
maxima near the temperature of the susceptibility anoma- the bounding layers, the relaxation time r would be too
ly. In Fig. 6 the values of these parameters are represent- short for us to measure by this method. It was also shown
ed as a function of the temperature and, as shown in the that the spacing between adact graphite layers is nearly
figure, the peak of the relaxation time is shifted towards independent of st&ginog24*23

lower temperature from that in G. It is interesting to note Because of this, and the fact that near a magnetic tran.
that the out-of-phase component of the susceptibility, as sition the specific heat is related to the magnetic suscepti.
shown in Fig. 2, shifts towards lower temperatures as the bility X by2

relaxation time does, while the in-phase component as d(XLT)UL
well as the fitting parameter G are shifted towards higher dT
temperatures. we can attribute the difference between the stage-3 and -6

The parameter G can be also written a relaxation times to the differences in their respective

G =,o( I -X/X,), (3) specific heats at the anomaly. Table I gives the relative
where X, and X, are the susceptibility at constant tem- magidtudes of the susceptibility, normalized per iron
perature and entropy, respectively. In the low-frequency atom, of various stag of FeC13 GIC at the susceptibility
region and at low temperature, one can assume that X, Is maximum. As shown in Table [, stage 3 has a maximum
small and expect 0 to have a maximum which coincides whose size is approximately a factor of 4 smaller thansmalland xpectG tohave maxmumt of stage 6.
with that of the in-plane susceptibility which is propor-
tional to X0. This explains the correlation between the Another possible mechanism for the difference in the
graphs in Fig. 2 and Fig. 6 which showed a shift towards relaxation times between the various stags could be the
higher temperatures for X' and G relative to X'" a . intercalate bounding layers of graphite. One imagines
respectively. Measurements at low-frequency provide an that the e* spins relax to the Fed, lattice which then
isothermal spin system so that the spin-spin relaxation relaxes to the graphite layers mainly through the chlonne
can be ignored. The relaxation time, on the other hand, graphite interaction due to phonons. An enhancement in
depends on the temperature through the specific heat at the low-frequency phonon spectrum of intercalated gra.
constant field of the spin system and the het conduction phite over that of HOPO was actually calculated2 7 and ob.
between the spin system and the lattice system. Thus, in served3i Since high stages have a smaller density of low-
order to extract useful information, careful examinatioe frequency phonons than low stages, according to equation
has to be carried out in this case. (4) the conductivity K in the low stags would be

enhanced and thus agaon lead to a shorter relaxation time.
However, the changes in the relaxation times can be ade-
quately acounted for by the relative size of the specific

£heats without considering the changes in the thermal con-
ductivity. Thus we conclude that the change in thermal
conductivity between different stages of Fea, is small

04 compared to the specific heat effect.
Therefore the maximum in the relaxation time is attn-

buted to the specific heat of the spn system which is con-

TABLE I. Stage index versus the relative peak sine o( the it-

O 2 - phase magnetic suacepatility for Fo, OIC.

Stage Peak size

1 0.0646
2 0.2236

.6 1.7 1.8 3 0.4381T (K) 4 1.43815 5.1877
FIG. 6. The fitting parameters G and r venus tempastures 6 1.8329

for stag. Feoa OlC. The continuous lines an used to guide 9 1.4706
the eye.
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sistent with theoretical calculations based on a model of I 1

twoodimensional interacting dipoles.2' This model shows - ,

an increase in the specific heat of the system near the 4,

transition point which is similar to that exhibited by -32-
many other systems near their critical points and is attri. ,

buted to critical fluctuations. Mdssbauer studies3 off
lines near the critical temperature as a result of the in- 20 ,

crease in fluctuations of the internal field direction which " ,
are caused by the spin relaxation in the system. X. .

If the quantity 0r is eliminated between Eqs. (1) and .-... . ' .
(2), then another representation of X' and X" can be given < V.'"". '
by the following equation:

L.55 1.65 1. 1. 85
(6) T (K)

FIG. S. The out-of.phase component of the magnetic suscep-

As long as the relaxation is controlled by one relaxation tibility versus temperatures for stage-6 FeCIj GIC. The B's are

time. Eq. (6) predicts that when X' is plotted versus X" the the applied dc magnetic fields in Gauss.

points should lie on a circle. Figure 1 shows the eperi-
mental data of X' versus X" at different frequencies at the in Fig. 8; as shown in the figure at a field of 4.2 G thepeak temperatures and 1.72 K. which is about 30 mK anomaly has disappeared.
below the peak temperanture. This anomaly, if it is a three-dimensional transition be-

The existene of tepr elaation at the critical p tween two magnetic phases, is expected to exist in fields asfor both anhydrous Fe la and Fe U Ol supports the high as 1 kG; however, the disappearance in such a small
correlation between the m daetic properties of these two field emphasizes the two-dimensional nature of this phase

systems. Thus, qualitatively, we suggest that the three- transition. In addition, the stage dependence of this
dimensional anomaly which is observed at about 8 K in anomaly shows more pronounced peaks for higher stage

anhydrous FedI, is the source of the low-temperature samples in both components of the susceptibility.

anomaly in FeCC3 GIC. The staging process decreases the
interactions between the intercalant layers in such a way CONCLUSION
as to have a two-dimensional interacting spin system.
Our data indicate that the graphite layers between the We have shown that for systems which possess a mag-
magnetic intercalant layers act as nonmagnetic spacing netic anomaly the out-of-phase component of the suscep-
layers allowing the c-axis spin-spin coupling to be varied. tibility is dominated by spin-lattice relaxations, thus itThe application of a small dc magnetic field of the or. iiyi omntdb pn-atc eaatos hsi

Twould not be reliable to relate the electrical resistivity of
e u of 50 smeax out the anom edy in the susceptibility these systems to the out-of.phase component. Fitting ourand thus no relaxation was oelrved at this field. Thetdata to a temperature-dependent relaxation shows that the
t-of-phase component (V) as a function of trelaxation time itself exhibits an anomaly near the transi-

and in different external dc magnetic fields is represented tion temperature of the magnetic anomaly. On a qualita-

tive basis, and in agreement with a two-dimensional
mean-field calculation n2 we have found that the relaxa-

-,,tion anomaly is related to a similar one in the specific

1A heat at constant field.
5 fIn agreement with reported thermal conductivity mea-

C surements and phonon density calculations'? at low tern-
pentures, the out-of-plane phonon vibrations are deter-
mined to be the carriers of the heat from the spin system
to the graphite lattice. The contribution of the conduc-
tion electrons is not significant in the temperature range

X over which our measurements were carried out. Finally.
we have shown that the intercalant FeCl3 controls the
magnetic properties of the FeCI3-GIC system and be-
comes moe two dimensional as the stale is increased.

02 0.4 0,6 08AKOLEGET
(' (ar b. un i ts) ACKNOWLEDOMENTS

FIG. 7. The out-of-phase versus the in-phas components of
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APPENDIX V

Submitted for publication to The Physical Review

C-Axie Condutivity In Graphite Intercalation Compund"

R. Powers, A.K. Ibrahim, G.O. Zimmerma, and M. Tahar

Physics Department, Boston University

Boston, MA 02215

The four probe technique in used to measure the c-axis resistivity of various stages

of FeCl3 acceptor graphite intercalated compounds. Comprehensive investigation of the

resistivity behavior between room and liquid helium temperatures for stages 2-5, and 9

is presented. The experimental results are compared with one of the existing theoretical

models. There is good agreement between the experimental data and the predictions

of one of the theoretical models. The results of this work reveal that the conduction

along the c-axis in acceptor compounds is a hopping mechanism assisted by phonons

and impurities. In lower stage compounds, the conduction is dominated by impurity-

assited hopping, and the resistivity shows metallic temperature behavior at high temper-

atures and tends to saturate at low temperatures. For higher stage compounds, phonon-

assisted hopping dominates the conduction. The resistivity approaches constant values

at high temperatures and exhibits an activated behavior which is proportional to T- 2 at

low temperatures. Stags 5 seems to be an intermediate stage where the conduction has

the contribution of both phonon and impurity hopping mechanisms.

* supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research Grant AFOSR 82-0286.
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INTRODUCTION

In graphite in.a i~jn com 9unds (GI('s., the electical conductivity is one of the

most promissing physical quantities for which real applications might take place [1]. The

in-plane and c-axis conductivities are among the properties most drastically changed by

intercalation of acceptor and donor GIC's [2,3]. This unexpected change of the conduc-

tivity attracts numerous theoreticians and experimentalists to investigate these GIC's.

Inpite of that, there is a lack of a coprehensive theory and experimental results which

can describe the electrical conduction in then materials. The high anistropy of the con-

ductivity, which can be a factor of 106 for some compounds [4), and the staging property

introduce diffculties to the current theories which attempt to formulate a complete and

realistic picture about the conduction in these compounds.

The conduction in GIC's has been described by Sugihmr et al [51 and Sugihara [61

in terms of a attering mechanism caused by in-plane and out-of-plane vibrations. The

interaction between phonons and the out-of-plane vibrations is the contributor to the

c-axis conduction. The authors of reference [6] suggest that this conduction is a hop-

ping mechanism assisted by phonons and impurities. The in-plane conduction is not yet

based on any satisfaction theory, however recent papers [7,81 concluded that a strong

charge screening mechanism takes place in the c-direction and most of the free carriers

are confined to the carboa planes adjacent to the intercalated layers. It is the purpose

of this work to investigate the c-axis conduction in the FeCI3 - graphite intercalated sys-

tem and provide exprimetal results which can be compared with existing theoretical

models.

The FeCI-GIC systeals one of the earliest systems to have been investigated by

numerous researchers. However the understanding the low temperature magnetic phase

transition, the unexpected behavior of the transport and electronic properties, and the
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staging mechanism in this system, as well as other GIC systems, still are open questions.

Mets et al [91 have made a structural investigation using x-ray diffraction data and con-

cluded that the stacking of layers is disordered and under special circumstances, depend-

ing on the preparation condition, nearly periodic compounds can be produced. IR and

Raman spectroscopy of FeC13-graphite [101 indicate in-plane compression within the

graphite layers and most of the effective charge is in the graphite bounding layers, with

the rest of the charge distributed among the graphite interior layers. Thermal conduc-

tivity measurements (111 showed that the electronic thermal conductivity of the graphite

bounding layers increases upon intercalation, whereas the lattice thermal conductivity

decreases. Magnetic susceptibility measurements [12,131 on FeCl3 indicate the existence

of a low temperature magnetic phase transition.

In this work, the c-axis resistivity measurements of the FeClr-graphite system us-

ing the convetiosal four-probe technique were stimulated by the investigation of the low

temperature anomaly of the magaetic susceptibility 1131. Contactless bridge measure-

ments had been made on various stages and a peak in the susceptibility was observed at

around 1.75K. This peak was also noted in the out-of-phase component of the suscepti-

bilty which indicated a possible contribution from the resistivity of the sample [141. For

the chosen sample orientation in the measurements, this contribution would have been

primarily from the c-axis resistivity. Thus it was decided to investigate the resistivity by

means of independent measurements concurrently with the contactless bridge method.

Although numerous theoretical and experimental investigations of the in-plane con-

ductivity have been reported, less attention was paid to the c-axis conductivity of GIC's

[151. Theoretically, very limitted work has been reported, Markiewicz (161 has proposed

a simple band model for calculating the c-axis conductivity in a series of GIC's. In this

model, it was assumed that for acceptor compounds the bandwidth is small enough so

one can treat these compounds as two-dimensional systems. Although there is a small
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contribution due to band conduction, it is generally overpowered by other mechanisms.

The hopping mechanism suggested by Sugihara [61 excludes the contribution of the band

conduction along the c-axis in acceptor compounds. Experimentally, Ohta et a! [17]

have measured the temperature dependence of the c-axis resistivity for stages 1 and 2

of ICI-graphite compounds. Their data exhibit order-disorder transition at room temper-

ature and anistropy of the order of 103 for stage-I and 104 ' for stage-2. This anistropy

was attributted to the hopping mechanism proposed by Sugihara [6. The investiga-

tion of the c-axis resistivity of SbCls by Uher and Morelli [18] indicates that low stage

compounds exhibit metallic-like conduction, which was described by a model based on

defect-medited short-circuiting channels along the c-axis. In in higher stages, however,

a metal-insulator transition was observed at low temperature and the conduction is es-

sentially caused by a thermally activated hopping mechanism. Measurements of the c-

axis resistivity for stage 2 FeCla-GIC's by Wssi et a [19] indicate that resistivity, after

subtracted the residual part, has T2 dependence at low tmpertr and a T dependence

at high temp tu A comp dium of various mesuremets of the c-aids conductivity

for several GIC's, both acceptor and donor, was presented recently by McRae et al (201.

It shows that thse are same common characteristic signatures in the c-axis conductivity

in both acceptor and donor GIC's. Nevertheless, those characteristics are not fully un-

derstood and, to reach a cmehsi picture about this conduction, more theoretical

and experimental w s a sevelnd difierent system should be done.
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3XPUIDA3NTAL

The FeCI-GIC samples were prepared using a standard two-sone furnace technique

[11 where stage Indes was controlled by the temperature difference between the graphite

host highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) and the FeC13 powder. The samples

were In the form of thin rectangular plates of dimensions 1.5x0.54..1 cm 3. Well-tged

sample were achieved by controlg the pressure of C3 gas inside the intercalation

tube, as well as the partial pressure of FeCI, through rigid temperature controil. After

intercalation, the samples were characterized for identity and uniformity of staging us-

ing x-ray (001) difraction. Only single stage, well staged samples were used in the mag-

netic meaurements. The x-ray difractopgams were also used to determine the c-axis

repeat distance 1. after cycling the samples rom room to liquid helium temperature, and

showed that the cycling did not affect this staging distance.

Most of the sample measured wer characterized by means of the M~eebauer effect,

details re reported in references (13,211. In higher stage samples, where stage-disorder

is expected [2I2, the Hendricks-Teller [231, and Mete and Hohlwein 191 analysis technique

wer used to calculate the Intensity, width and location of the x-ray relections. We find

that our expeimetal -ray data on the stage 9 samples reported in this article are in

good agrieement with that calculated for the pure and well-staged stage 9. Although a

small admixture of stage 10 can not be excluded, this sae serves as an example of a

high stag sample.

Samples, for resistivity to, of approximate dimmnaions 3 mm by SxS

mm2 were peeled out from the intercalated sample using scotch tape. These dimensions

were chosen primarily for convenience when mounting the samples in our sample holder.

whereas optimal signal would have been obtained by minimizing the in-plane area while

maintaining comfortable lead separation on the faces and maximiting the c-axis thick-
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nem. Because of the high in-plane conductivity relative to that of the c-axis, the non-

uniform current injection would not be a problem. The leads were attached to the sam-

pie in the conventional four-prope configuration. Contacts were made on the sample us-

ing GC conductive silver print (GC ELECTRONICS). The samples were inserted in the

axial slot of a phenolic rod which was then wrapped with mylar tape to insure that the

sample did not move in the slot and that subsequent stress to the leads was minimized.

The leads were attached to the main leads leading from the cryostat by wrapping and

then glueing with silver print.

The sample holder was mounted in a vacuum case which was surrounded by a he-

lium dewar with an outer nitrogen dewar jacket. The vacuum case contained an ex-

change gas of air or helium, depending on the temperature region being investigated.

Temperatures between room and liquid nitrogen temperature were reached by means

of liquid nitrogen in the outer dewar. Liquid helium was then transfered with a mini-

mal amount of exchange gas to cool down to helium temperature in a controlled fashion.

Pumping on the ezchangs gas enabled us to controll the temperatures for both liquid

nitrogen and liquid helium rang.. The temp-atu was measured using a calibrated sil-

icon diode thermomete mounted close to the sample, and wired in a four point contact
~configuration.

Measurement of the resistance of the sample was controlled by a MACSYM 350

(ANALOG DEVICZS,INC) based computer system. A computer program was used

to collect, simultaneously, the susceptibility and the c-axis voltages. The sample volt-

age was At rad with swo cuent through the sample by a channel on an analog in-

put card in the MACSYM. Then the sample current was set to 5 ma by a channel on an

analog output card in the MACSYM. This value of current was chosen as a tradeoff be-

tween low powe dissipation in the dewar and low noise in the signal. The voltage at 5

ma was taken and then the current was switched off. The sample voltage was then read
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again. The average of the zero current voltages, representing the thermal voltage in the

junctions of the leads, was subtracted from the voltage at 5 ma. Finally the sample re-

sistance was calculated from this corrected voltage. The data then were trasfered to a

Digital Equipment Corporation VAXI1 minicomputer for routine analysis.
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lesuls and Analysis

The data plotted in Fig(i) are the absolute resistivity versus temperature for stages

2,3,4,5,9 of FeCl8 GIC, and HOPG. Several features can be observed in the data: 1) For

stage index less than 5 the temperature behavior of the resistivity is metallic-like, and

the resistivity saturates at low temperatures. The metallic behavior is most pronounced

for stages 2 and 3 and less so for stage 4. 2) Note that for stage 5 the resistivity ex-

hibits metallic-like behavior at high temperatures and crosses to activated behavior at

low temperatures. 3) Observe that the highest stage sample, stage 9, exhibits activated

behavior throughout the entire range of temperatures shown. These behaviors are more

easily seen on a plot of resistivity normalized to room temperature versus temperature,

shown in Fig(2). In this figure, stage number increases in the positive y direction (ex-

cept for HOPG). This presentation supports more clearly the identification of stage 5 as

the stage at which a definite transition in behavior occurs 113,24. Stage 2 and 4 sam-

ples behave qualitively alike whereas stage 9 behaves fiundamentally differently and is

similar to HOPG in character as one would expect for higher stages. As the number of

pristine graphite layers between the intercalate layers becomes large enough to screen

out the out-of-plane interactions, the c-axis conduction is expected to be controlled by

the graphite layers.

The absolute resistivity verns the inverse of the stage index is presented in Fig(3)

at 293 K, 77 K, 4.2 K. At 293 K and 77 K the peak in resistivity is at stage 5. This is,

qualitatively, in agnement with the results of the magnetic properties measurements for

the FeCl-graphite system [131. In those Masur nts, it was shown that the system

behaves as a two-dimensional system and stage 5 exhibits maximum characterstics of the

two-dimensional nature relative to the other stages. If the charge carriers ae confined

between the planes, one would expect the conduction along the c-axis to be minimum

and thus the resisitivity in this direction should rise.
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The resistivity temperature coefficient versus the inverse of the stage index for the

temperatures 4 ,77, and 293 K are presented in Fig(4). These coefficients are the slopes

of the resistivity versus temperature curves at the particular temperature normalized to

the room temperature resistivity values. As it turns out, the labeling of the y-axis gives

the change in resistivity per degree kelvin as a percentage of the resistivity at room tem-

perature. All the values are seen to be small in absolute magnitude- less than one half of

a percent per degree, It is the sign of the coefficient which is important. This gives the

type of temperature dependence- positive coefficients indicate "metallic" temperature

behavior and negative coefficients indicate "activated" behavior. Again the fundamental

difference in behavior between stages with stage index less than five and greater than 5

is readily apparent. Also note that for all stages the resistivity coefficient at room tem-

perature is very nearly equal to zero.

Athough we tried to compare our data with various theories, we found the best

qualitative agreement with the model proposed by Sugihara [6]. In this model it was

concluded that the c-axis conduction in acceptor GIC's is a hopping conduction as-

sisted by phonons and impurities. The total conductivity in a particular stage sample

is the sum of the conductivity due to phonon-assisted hopping and that due to impurity-

assisted hopping. The temperature dependences of the two hopping mechanisms differ.

Phonon-assisted hopping conductivity is expected, theoretically, to vary as T 2 for low

temperatures and to be constant at high temperatures. Impurity-assisted hopping, how-

ever, is constant at low temperatures and decreases linearly with T at higher temper- I
atures. Phonon-assisted hopping dominate@ the conductivity in high stages, whereas

impurity-assisted hopping, as a result of the larger number of defects introduced by in-

tercalation, should dominate in low stages. These qualitative results have been shown

to agree with data taken for SbCls acceptor GIC's [18] and our data for FeCl3 GIC's, as

shown below. The model of Sugihara [6] can be summarized by the following equations:
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a) Phonon-hopping Conduction

{ T 2  at low temperatures; (1)T -independent at high temperature.

b) Impurity-hopping Conduction

-T 1  at high temperatures; (2)
aC 1(T -independent at low temperature.

are = Ocp + 0 ci. (3)

Here vce, o,,, and oc are the c-axis phonon-, impurity-, and total-aisted hopping con-

ductivity, respectively.

We have used the above theory to analyze the data of two stages, stage 2 as an

example of a low stage and stage 9 as an example of a high stage of FeC13 GIC's. For

stage 9, we find an interesting quantitative agreement of our data with theory. The data

presented in Fig(5) is the c-axis conductivity of stage 9 versus temperature from 4 K to

70 K. The data points are shown by the squares. A fit has been made to a T 2 depen-

dence. It can be seen that the fit is excellent from 10 K to about 60 K. This is the max-

imum temperature for agreement with theory found in an exhaustive series of fits for a

large range of low temperatures. Similarly for the data of stage 2, a fit has been made

to ' T dependence. The result of the fit is shown in Fig(6). The data points are shown

by the squares. As shown in the figure the data agree well with a linear T dependence

in a temperature range between 300 K and 100 K. Therefore the data of the two stages,

which are chosen a examples of low and high stjtges, are in excellent agreement with the

prediction of the Sugihara's theory. The results of the these fits are as follows: In stage
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9 the.data were compared to a fit to the equation ucp = A + BT 2 , where the fitting pa-

rameters A and B have the values; A = 0.530 fl-cm, B = 65.3 x 10-6 (l-cmK- 2. In stage

2, however, the impurity contributions are expected to dominate the c-axis conductivity,

and thus the data were compared to a fit to the equation ,, = C + DT. The fitting

parameters C, and D have the values C = 0.346 fl-cm, and D = 2.92 x 10-3 11-cmK-.

Now all the data shown in Fig(2) can be analyzed on the basis of the Sugihara's

model. The data of stages 2 and 4, classified as low stages, shown in the figure exhibit

metallic-like behavior in the high temperature region and nearly temperature indpen-

dence at low temperatures. Stage 2 is expected to have a relatively large number of im-

purities in comparison to that of stage 4. This would explain the difference in the tem-

perature dependence of the resistivity for the two stages. Stages 2 and 3 have a similar

behavior. Therefore, the temperature dependence of the c-axis resistivity for the lower

stages behaves consistently with the Sugihara's theory. In the high temperature region

the data for stage 2 of this work and those of Issi et al [il] are in quantitative agree-

ment. At low temperatures, however, subtracting the residual parts from the total re-

sistivity leads to a complicated temperature dependence. The overall behavior of the c-

axis resistivity in this system is controlled by the competition between two mechanisms,

namely the phonon- and impuriy-assisted hopping conductions. The data of Fig(2) indi-

cate that both of these mechanisms contribute to the c-axis resistivity of stage 5. There-

fore the resistivity of stage 5 is expected to exhibit both the activated and metallic be-

haviors. Clearly the data of stage 5 in figure 2 are consistent with this prediction. The

lae c-axis resistivity of stage 5 is due to the delocalization of the electrons in the a-b

ph as a result of its two-dimensional nature. The c-axis resistivity of higher stages,

*bw 1w up 9 in Fig(2), shows semiconductor-like behavior of dominant phonon-

asweed hopia conduction which is characterized by the T 2 dependence. This is also

a woont with the prediction of the theory for the higher stage samples. The c-axis re-
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sistivity of higher stage samples, as expected, exihibits similar behavior to that of the

pristine graphite. The data of Uher and Morelli [18) are also consistent with the predic-

tion of the Sugihara's theory, however, none of their stages exhibits intermediate transi-

tion, similar to that of stage 5 of this work, between phonon and impurity contributions.

One of the remarkeable features about the FeCls-GIC's is the existance of stage 5

as a boundary stage between low and high stages. Moreover, the magnetic susceptibility

data[13] indicate that the two-dimensional nature of this system has exponetial depen-

dence on the stage index and it was shown that it is maximum at stage 5. In fact, the

conductivity anistropy (a./vb) versus the stage index, shown in Fig. (7), has a sim-

ilar exponential behavior and between stage 2 and stage 5 the anistropy is maximum

at stage 5. Once the system comes completely into a two dimensional state, the out-of-

plane phonon contributions to the conductivity decrease and thus the anistropy is in-

creased. This results again mphasizes the two-dimensinality of this system. In figure

(7), the natural logarithm of the anistropy (a, /ab) is plotted versus the stage index. As

shown on the figure, the data for stage 2 through 5 follows an exponential law. On the

same figure the natural logarithm of the susceptiblity peak, at the reported phase transi-

tion[12,131, is plotted versus the stage index. As shown in the figure, the data from two

independent measurements follow the same general exponential behavior.

In order to see if there are hysteretic effect, thermal cycling of the resistivity was

also performed for all stages. No hysteresis was observed in any of the stages except an

insignificant one for stage 9. The data plotted in Fi(S) are the scan up and scan down

of the c-axis resistivity versus temperature for stage 9. We do not expect that the hys-

teresis shown in the data below 100 degress to be related to the sample structure and

attribute it to the nature of the expecrimet. In this temperature range the resistivity

drastically varies with temperature. In the experiment it was diMcult to control the

cooling rate to collect the data at the ame points as during the warming rate. There-
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fore the FeCIs-GIC's, unlike the SbCls-GIC's, has no significant hesteresis which would

be related to microscopic transition mechanisms such as the pinning of discommensura-

tions caused by defect sites in HOPG [18]. The high temperature order-disorder transi-

tion [251 which occurs near room temperature in stages 1 and 2 ICI-graphite intercalated

compounds [17] does not exist in the FeCl3-graphite compounds. The absence of the his-

teresis and such high temperature structural phase transitions and the long period room

temperature stability suggest that the FeCl3 sytem is a suitable candidate among the se-

ries of GIC's for further structural studies.

CONCLUSION

The result of experimental measurements indicates that the temperature depen-

dence of c-axis resistivity has a universal behavior, consistent with the existing theo-

ries, for acceptor graphite intercalated compounds. Detailed investigations in terms of

the model reported by Sugihara have shown that the lower stages of FeCl 3- graphite in-

tercalated compounds exhibit metallic-like conduction along the c-axis, whereas higher

stages show an activated behavior. The conduction along the c-axis in this system is a

result of the competition between two mechanisms, the phonon-assisted hopping and the

impurity-assisted hopping. The first contributes dominatly in higher stages at low tem-

peratures, while the second contributes in lower stages at high tempratures. As a man-

ifestation of the competition between the two hopping mechanisms, stage 5 behaves as

intermediate stage and exhibits nearly constant temperature dependence between room

and liquid helium temperatures. The results of this work and those of the magnetic

measurements, reported elsewhere 1131, independently support the existence of a two-

dimensional state in this system with stage 5 exhibiting the greatest two-dimensional

characteristics.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. The c-axis resistivity vs temperature for stages 2 (0), 3 (O),4 (A), 5 (+), 9 (x)

FeCl 3-GIC's, and HOPG (0).

Fig. 2. The c-axis resistivity normalized to the room temperature values vs temperature

for stages 2 (0), 3 (Q),4 (A), 5 (+), 9 (x) FeCI-GIC's, and HOPG (*).

Fig. 3. Room temperature c-axis resistivity vs the inverse of the stage index for stages 2

(0), 3 (O),4 (A), 5 (+), 9 (x) FeCIa-GIC's, and HOPG (>).

Fig. 4. Resistivity coefficient of temperature at room (0), liquid nitrogen (O), and liq-

uid helium (A) temperatures vs the inverse of the stage index for stages 2,4,5,9 FeCl3 -

GIC's, and HOPG.

Fig. 5. The fits of the c-axis conductivity vs temperature for stage 9 FeCl3-GIC's. The

(0) are the data points.

Fig. 6. The fits of the c-axis conductivity vs temperature for stage 2 FeCl3 -GIC's. The

(3) are the data points.

Fig. 7. Natural logarithm of the anistropy (au/.ab) (O3)and the peak height of the mag-

netic susceptibility (A) vs stage index for FeCla-GIC's.

Fig. 8. Scan up (o) and scan down (0) of resistivity vs temperature for stage 9 FeCl3 -

GIC.
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APPENDIX vt

UALL EJFCT AND MAGNZTOUZSISTANCI IN LOW DIMENSIONAL

MAGNETIC SYSTEJM'

A.K. Ibrahim, Rt. Powers, G.O. Zimmerman, and M. Tahar

Physics Department, Boston University

Boston, MA 02215

ABSTRACT

We have measured the Hall offst and maeorstac of stag.e 5 and 9 FoCI-

graphite intercalated compounds in a magneti field uip to 20T and at several temper.

atus. Our preliminary results indicat that the Hall Coeclent(Rff) of stage-S is pos-

itive at all field values and has insignificat varietion betwesn room and liquid helium

temperature. In stags-, howevere, RK, has a complicated field and temperature depen-

dence. Them maneorelsace of the two stags at all tmetueand field values is

positive and stag4 e"hbits strog Shublo-das oscillations at hellum tempera-

ture. Fourier tansforms of thi' oscllaGon ANe perfomd and the results indicate that

stage"f has a dominant fudmntlfequency which is attributed to the hole carriers,

whereas stage- exhibits a modulation o( several frequene which are related to differ-

ent carrier pocket.

INTRODUCTION

Because: Of the dastic chaM0 Wn the physial properis upon the transition froma

trediesma stat to a kw~dmisoa one, low diemnsional systemas have recently

been the subjec of numous g rs arc fotsL The exm ely high anistop in most of

the physicalOO "Mprte Of hihl oetd Oi$pyrolyticgrS*apte(HOPO) makes tibssytem

an interstg candidat fo low dimmiosal studies. Moreoer this anistropy can be in-

creased by the ineralation ofaccpOr Or darercompounds into the graphite (IGS's) [1].

Because, elect-onially, ol the graphite layers next to the Intercalant chang sign&fi

cantly upon in-rclatlo(1-21, the inecltOf magnti species Into the graphite can
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thus provide a layered magnetic compound with variable spacing between the magnetic

layers. Therfo~re IGC's are useful systems for twoo-dimnensional magnetic and structural

studiess3-41.

In the last few yeaws, IGC's have been extensively investigated by numerous re-

search laboratories. Howevr lWss attention was paid to galvanomagnetic (GM) effect

studios in these compounds, and only a limited amount of theoretical and experimen-

tal work has been reported(S-4J. As an eixtension to the comperhensive investigation of

the FeClvgraphite intercalated system, which was begun few years ago at our labora-

tory, we have measured the afl effect and the magnetoresistance of stages 5 and 9 of

this system(stag indoz iea to the number of graphite layers between two, consecutive

intercalant laye). In highr stages, where there awe enough inner layers to screen out

the interactions between the magnetic intercalant layers, one can sxpet the behavior to

aproimtea todm sonamonti system The mesrmnswere cardied. out in

a field up to 20T and at seveal temperatue.

both the long perio air stability(7J and the oeof the technique of preparation

[21 of MeI 8 -grahite compounds attract researchers to investigate this system. The

measrmet of the magnetic propertie of this system were performed by several

authors[S.1OI, the result of the ma-peti susceptibility measments indicate the e-

istance ofealow tmetuephaetranition in the form of a sharp peak in the suacep-

tibilty. Other Is dg-a i such a x-ray structural(111, therma conductivityf 12), RaLm-

man- specoseplc ~maidIhaed(131, ad relsatamefect(14J w- mstehave bee

reported o ws thin areaO. cmpenive !Std&es COM e&ect retd for the

FeCis-graphite sysum Quatum ascillatls(QO)q whic povide Whfomation about the

Fermi surfaces and densty d canlus, were obewe in eaom IGC'sf 15-16). In addition

to thes Hai effet and -agnetoesistance We also Investigate the quantum oecilations in

stages 5 and~o 9 d M1 IGC's.



ZXPUI3W4TAL

The FeC13 GIC samples were prepared using a standard two-sone fiunace technique

where stage index wan controlled by the tmetuedifference between the graphite

host (HOPG) and the FeCds powder. The samples were in the form of thin rectangular

plate Of dimenson 1.5x.5Wc.1 cm.Well-staged samples were achieved by controlling

the preesure of C12 gms inside the neclto tube, as well as the partial pressure of

FOC13 through rigid tmeauecontrol. After Intercalation, the samnples were char-

acterized for identity aad uniomty of staging using s-ray (001) d~ffaction. The x-ray

dlffractopams wase ale. ueed to determine the c-axi repeat distance Ie cycling the

samples from room to liquid helium cumert=%e and showed that the cycling did not

affect this staging distance

Most of the sample imesured were caceredby man of the Um~ebauer effect,

which can reveal the ratio of Iron atI nato to in vacancies to that of the total num-

ber of iron a&om in the Intercalant layer a well as that at 742+ to that of F43 + [171.

The initial mesreet were pefor-med on thes sm samples used in the Masubauer

investigations. The sam samples and okhm were cactredperidicaly over a span

of several yea., having bean stored at romtmprt I i in a dry nitrogen enIroent,

and showed no -detur-uraton owe a period of up to thre years [7]. The Kendricks-Teller

analysis tecAIqel Was ale. ed to chek the upagmdismrder of stage 9 sampl In-

deed our x-ra dat was In uSod aeeint with the data calculated from the theo-

retical aaaliub of a pure mad well-stagd stag 9 sampl. alno gnetcmeasure

ments were 2 errmed in high mgmetic fied at the Francis itter Natiomial Magnet Lab-

orasory(MMT. Layer of about 1.5z..OcmO were pesied from the samples and then

mounted on Wla subdrates The A"e probed techniques wuasnsd to iiimsure the Hall

voltage and the transverse MAmeositNce.MM
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Results and Analysis

A- The Eta Effect

'rhe Hall resistivity versus the applied magnetic field at room, liquid nitrogen, and liqu~id

helium temperatures is shown in Fig.(1) and Fig.,(2) for stage 5 ad stae 9, respectively.

As shown in Fig.(1) the Hall volte is positive and neawly linear with the field at all

temperature and field minesi indicati-g the dominanc o( hole cuare in stae 5. Stage

9, however, ezhibits a differet character at room teprt s ince the Hall voltage

fluctuates between, positi" and negative values The Hall coellileat, thus, has a compli-

cated fied dependene a" room tepeat_ -indicating the near equality of the electron

and hole densities. The Hiall coeffleat, of HOPGj19.201 at low tmeatures exhbits

simlar behavior to t"a of stag 9 at room teprwue. As shown in Flg.(2), at liquid

nitrogen and liquid helium tmeausthe Hall voltage is positive at all the fied ml-

use, howeve, it is not as linear in the field ws that of stage 5. Therefore, the Hall coef-

ficient of stage 5 has the leas complicated field dependence relaive to those of stages 2

and 9, and HOPG(see ref.20 for dama on HOPG and stage.2).

At this stag of owr woik, we have not performe detIed investigation of the tem-

perature dependemee of the Hal coeffiient or the gaoreitne However, qualita-

tive Inforatio can be extacted brm our prelinary reslts. The Hall resistivity data

shown in figres I sad 2 for stag. 5 ua 9 and those at HOPO and stage2[201 indicate

thait the Haill coefflelent of stag 5 it less sMati to the TWrlatoM with tmeare rela-

tive to the other sftag ad ROM ais well. The Hall coeffiient RIV, for a single-carrier

and twomeaniw mod*ls Is reate to the carrie mobilitle p, . and the carrer densi-

tie nk. so by the Woowing eqatlm

tRg f.. r~ (1)

1o I ft/n.-(+./Ashvh
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According to Eq.(l), the Hall coefficient Ru would be constant between liquid nitrogen

and liquid helium temperatures only if the carrier concentration is constant in this tem-

perature range. o owever Zq.(2), the two-carrier model, indicates that the constancy of

Ru is controlled by the t u depedene of the four quantities lh%, n., u#&, and

u,, or at least the carrier concentration and the mobility ratio.It would be unrealistic to

assums the constancy of thee four quantities.

Therefore, based on the field ad tmperature dependence of the Hall Coefficient,

the conduction in staPe is dominated by one kind of chd e carrier. Our mts

of the c-as conductivity in this system21J indicate that stag4 has the minmum c-

as oaductvity sm g the ote stages of 7eCl-m hte compound.. Moreover, the

tempeMuM coemet of th resistance is neawly eo in stag-4S while the other at""e

ezhlbit pt sd neetWv estv-tda-tempeau depmden. These results suggest

that, in stap 5, the emer in m cAesed into layered plum and the electronic transport

has the behavior of a a sstem. The above quatitve descriptions are

also suppoed yth resl .u the QO, as hown in pat B ot this work, and the ob-

serve low tmetreMagneti phase transition in this system(1Oj. It has boen shown

thatf221, this phase trmatis has the nature of a t d mgntic syte and

stage amg all othe stagp of Cgtsg Pbte comouds ONhibits the m&iamum tran.-

sition[231.

The bdhsro d eal daft a deg4 is diSsreat fom that of stage-S, it has

a compliced fld md temperau similar to that of HOPG. At room

tepe the Eel voltae h&u sag f, m negativ to positive ulm at a field of

about 4T. Thus the ul"-e.nuIh modl of 3q(1) is mt appcable at this temperaure

ad one has to se the two ler mod of 2.(2) t, qu v , analyse these data.

Because of the dleroe in th deectiva mm. of the elegtom sad holes, one can ex-99I



pect the high field to drift holes more than electrons. Thus at room temperature holes

contribute dominantly to the Hail voltage in the high field region . In term of Eq. (2),

this rsutcan be describedasa change of the inequality f <(9)2 < 1lin low feld

to U. > (&L.)2 in high Aed&. Thus it is possible that one could have positive Hall Coeffi-

cleat eve when SL<1. At low tmeature. the Hail voltage is dominantly contributed

by hole. and then exhibits very weak QO at helium temperature. Thus QO oscillations

exis in the Hal voltage of stage4, staWs2[20j, and HOPOJ 20), however les significant

oscillations wre observed in stageS..

B-Ms-u! reMltaac

The tranves magnetarusistivity JU as a function of the applied field at room, nitro-

gen, and helium teprtr.is presented for stage 5 and stage 9 of FeCI3-raphite

compounds in IF4g.(3) and Fig.(4)9 resectively. The value of A# increases with the field

at all tempe -ture, there is no sigp of saturation up to a field df 20T in stage-9, but in

stage-& there is a weak indicatlon of saturan at very high fieds At room and nitrogen

tempratresthe two stages exhibits similar field and teprture dependence, however

at helium teprtralthough the over all behavior is stil the same, the size of the

change in Ap is diffierent. The -matrssistance of both stages cecillate. at helium tem-

perature, but the magnitude. of the oscillat~ons in stae 5 are relatively larger and faster

than those of stag"m. The ageuIstance a( HOPO, and stages 2,5, and 9 exhibit

simalar fid and tep t eedne

The ulimlBI~ betwom the Vagsereisance dat of HO1'Q and the three stages

a( Fe@Cla suUM tha the tsaainpe mecuhans in this system can be described in term

of a to almmuoA model The scattera f the charge carries, is, thus, an in-plane

mechanisem controlled by the graphite lattice and the deasit of free carriers. The in-

crease of the number of fre curlers due to the charge trasfe between the graphite

and the intercalas is acouted for by the sharp decrease in the magnitude of Ap of the
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three stages relative to that of HOPG. Magnetoresistance data are, generally, analyzed

on the basis of a simple two-carrier model in which an average Hall mobility could be

obtained from the formula

61" =-- ) (3)

For conductors that obey a one-carrier model, the carrier density(n) determined by

ne"sp. = I should be equal to that determined by Eq.(1). However, these simple one-

carrier and two-carrier models fail to give adaquate results for many IGC's. Details of

these calculations will be given in a later paper.

The QO of the magnetoresistance of stages 5 and 9 ae plotted as a function of the

applied field in Fig.(5)(note that the data of stage-s are multiplied by a factor of 70).

As shown in the fUre, the sbe of the oscillations relative to the bm line in stge 5 in

significantly larger than that of stgs-9. The oscillations in the electric resistivity aise

from the oscillations in the relaxation time for the scattering carriers. Becus these

oscillations are a manifetatio of the periodic variation in the density of states at the

Fermi enery, the large amplitude of the oscillation in stags can be attributed to a

longer in-plan relaxation time. The rmults of the in-plae conductivity measurements

also indicat that stqg has a reathv larg value compared with that of stage-9. In

Fig.(6) ths oscillatiw in stas4 we pl tted as a fimeda of the invere ield. As shown

in the figure the fudbtlfequey im-modulated by other very weak harmonics.

As it was poite out h the previous section, this result is coanstent with the Hall data

which indiate that in stae the traport meehanm ae dominantly controtled by

one kind ot charg carriesr.

Fourier transform of thesm osdIam ae dsplayed In Fig.(7) for stage 5 and stage

9. The dominant bequmey of stag4 wch is attributed to the hole oscillations occurs

a t about UsT. In sop4, as ohms la the, Agw% atlls s of df at flequenci are
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observed at 0.55T, 4.4T, and $.ST. Some high frequencies of insignificant amplitudes are

also observed in stage-9. It is clea, that some of these frequencies in stage-9 are duo. to

the HOPG layers in the syAem. The large frequency of stagoe4 indicates a similar large

size in the extremal Ferm! surface crosssectional area which is a measure of the carrier

density at the Form! energy.

CONCLUSION

The results of galvanomaguotic mareets for stages 5 and 9 of Feds- graphite com-

pounds indicate that the conduction in stage" is dominanted. by hole carriers, whereas

stage-9 exhibits a complicated field and temperature dependence simila to that of

H01'G. Both the Hall data and the magnetoresistance, data suggest that transport

mechanisms in FeC!, have the behavior of two-dimensional maigneti system. Quan-

tum oscillations in the map_ et--r-e-istance wre obeerved in both stages, however the size

of the occilations In tags4 is very Impg relative to that in stap.9. Fourier tramforms

of thus date show a dominant single frequenc in stags-S and the modulation of several

frequenclas in stag"4.
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Figure 1 The Hall rultivity vemn the applied fed of stage- at helium(1), nitzogen(2),

and room(3) tepat .

Figure 2 The Hall reeiv tty rse the applied field of .tage-9 at helium(1), nitrogen(2),
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and room(3) temperatures.

Figure 3 The mnanetoresistance versus the applied field of stage-s at he-

lium(l),nitrogen(2), and room(3) temperatures.

Figure 4 The magnetormistance versus the applied field of stagt-9 at he-

lium(l),nitrogen(2), and room(3) temperatures.

Figure 5 The oscillations in the magnetoresistance versus the field at helium temperature

of stag4-5(l) and etags.(2)(Stage S data ar multiplied by 70).

Figure 6 the oicilattlons i the magnsetomistance verus the inverse ofield of stage-

5(nonoecillatory put is subtracted).

Figure 7 Fourier traWform of data obtained from stage-5 and stage-9 at helium tempera-

turo. The top x-axs reDfe to stage-9 data, where the bottom one refers to stage-5 data.
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CALVAN4AWETIC EFFECTS IN GRAPHITE AND GRAPHITE INTERCALATED CompoLDS

A.K. Ibrahim, R. Powers, and G.O. ZimmtUmml*
Physics Department. Boston U~niversity

INTRODUCTION

Electronic properties of highly oriented pyrolytte graphite (HOG) can
be drastically changed by the Intercalation of acceptor or donor compounds.
The charge density transferred from or into the graphite Layers plays an
Important role In controlling the electronic properties of the graphite
Intercalated compoumds (GEC' a). Although the transport properties of these
compounds have been aelsvely studied, the roles of the charge transfer
between the intercalants aod the graphite are only partly understood.
Galvanomagnetic (01) measurements and the related quantum oscillations (QO)
are among chose reliable techniques which provide information about the
electronic structure of these compounds. In this work, we hare measured the
04 effects in the stage-2 TOC 1 -graphito compound and in MPGO. The measure-
mats were carried out In fields up to 20T at several temperatures. in high
magaetic field at heUm temperature, QO wore observed tn the megntoresis-
tance (A a; and in the Hall effect for stags-Z whereas HOFO ezihibits oscil-
lations only in AD. Them magneoreststance oscillations of HOPC are in
qualitative agreement with previously reported data [1,21.

'FeCl3-GIC 8800" mere prepared using a stan'dard tw-ome furnance
technique (31 where stage Index was controlled by the temperature difference
betme the graphite beet (IO) and the Fed 2 powder. The samles mere in
the fore of this retsegular plates of dimension 1.50. 54.01 cm). The
f ire probes-DC technique wee wsed to measure the Hall effect med the magest-
oresitanoe. The currnt was kept lower than 5 Kit to avoid themaml effects.
The measurements mere carried out at the National Magnet laboratory (DaT).
Massurements have beesomad for two specimens cut from each samle (swOP and
stage-2) ad seVora scans mere takes to ensure the reproducibility of our
data.
RESULTS AND ANALTSIS
A-TU HALL 1IVMC? DAMA

the Sall resistivity of W0O verses the appliod magnetic field at room,
liquid nitrogen, ad liquid holism temperatures is shows in fig.M.) At ro
temperature the Kall Voltage is negative at all field values indicating that

2 43
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the majority of charge carriers are electrons. This result is Consistent with
the low field measurements of Dillon at &I ['II and Ayache (5], however at
high fields our data exihibit a saturation effect. The electron and hole
densities of ROFG are nearly equal, but due to the differences in their
effective messes the electrons are the dominant contributors to the Hall
Voltage. As the field becomes large enough to force all carriers to complete
their cyclotron oscillations, the Hall Voltage saturates at a negative value.
The striking result at liquid nitrogen Temperature is the reversal of the
Hall Voltage which becomes positive (negative Hall Coefficient RK) at a field
of about 12T. Similar behavior was also observed at low fields (H' O.lT) by
Dillon at al (4.1.. The low field data were described as mobile minority hole
behavior wbich. also depends in part on the quality of the smle (6]. In the
high field limit at nitrogen Temperature bales are the dominant contributors
to the Nall Voltage. At hellim Temperature the Hall Voltage saturates at a
very small. negauive value similar to that at room temperature indicating a
dominant electron contribution.

our data from the Hll effect masuremns of stape-2 Fed13 GT.C indicate
differences bet -e stage-2 and 300 summerized as follow:
1-tn:.stage-2 the Nall Voltage is positive at all temperature and field values.
nio (2) shove the Nall resistivity of stage-? at helium and room temperatures
as a function of the applied field. As shown In the figure the Hall signal
is smaller at lover temperature Indicating a decrease In the scattering rate
of the charge carriers.
2- In stap-2 the magnitude of the gall signal is comparable to that of the
.apetorsoiatance voltage. The Hall data of stage-2, therefore, are more
reliable than thoe of 1101 In whiLch the very small Hall signal, is masked by
a relatively Large smapeterestae voltage.
3- The Nall Voltage of stage-2 emihIbits shabiakow-de Raew (5dM) quantum
oeciLlaiome at low temperature and high field. In fig (3) the Hall resist-
ti~y is skown s a function of the applied field at liquid helium Temper-
aturn for both stage-? and NOG6. As ae, in the figure the oecillaions
occur In stage- I ia fields low s T, whereas MPGhs oscillations of
aich lover freqwamles at lower f Islds. The, existamoe of the QO at low
temperature ezelum the Interpretation of the date ane one-carrier model
and therefore the Hell Cofficient mut be gvan by the equation of the two
carrier model, % Pi1 muj

ac (Pup +%) 2

where? Pad a demote the hole ed electron carrier densitisu and un are
the corresponding mobilities. B ased on a two-carrier model the determination
of the four queatitles P, a, u.and us from the GN data io not poesible,

3

ell I

Fig. 3 Nall reasstvity vs. field (U) Pig. 4 FAetreeistames vs. field (R)
of 305 0).-and step-lU2) at so tm.of UN at HeCI), 91(2) and AmC3) temp.
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however as described above qualitative information about the charge carriers
and the carrier density can be deduced.
B-KAGMETOIESISTAZ DATA

The transverse magetoresiscance &c/o as a function of the applied
field ac room, Ni, and Hat temperatures for HOPG is presented in Fig (4). Our
data qualitatively agree with the high field data of Lowrey and Spain (11
At all temperature values a.o increases continuously with no sign of saturation
up to a field of 20T. The magnetoresistance is large and significantly en-
hanced at lower temperatures indicating the dominance of impurities and im-
perfection scattering. The magntoresistance data of stage-Z is shown in
fig (5). In this figure the transvurse, Component Aolo is Plotted versus
the applied field at room, Ni, and He temperatures. At room and Ni tempera-
tures do of stage-2 and that of 1(01G. have a typical field dependent charac-
ter. This similarity between the data for HOPG and stage-2 supports the two-
dimesonal model of the transport -echanism in these intercalated compounds.
Therefore, the scattering of the charge carriers is an in-plane mechanism
controlled by the graphite lattice and the density of free carriers. The
increase of the number of free carriers due to the charge transfer between
the graphite and the Intercalaot is accounted for by the decrease In the
magnitude of do of stass-2 relative to that of ROM1G At go temperature QO
for staso-2 are readily obered at fields of 08T. The comparison between
the oscillatioens in fig (5) and those of fig (4.) indicate that the SdU
frequencies of stass-2 are greater by several orders of magnitudes than those
of HOFOG. This difference cm be interpreted as an increas in the fendi sur-
fae cross-sectIoneL areas as a result of the charge transfer between the
graphite and the intercalant. It is interesting to note, shown in fig (6),
the da of the SM oscillations as the temperature increases.* As shown
in the figure the oscillations persist at temperatures an high as 33L The
existence of the oscillations at this temperature, a temperature which
requires sufficient perfection to satisfy the quantum condition w.cT~pl,
indicates that the FeCd3 Inte rcalated compound is an interesting system for
further study.
*Supported In part by the Air force Office of Scientific Research Grat AFOSI
82-0286. +Also with the Francis litter National Magnet Laboratory, supported
by IS.
I-l.L. Spain and J.A. Woollam, Solid State Cosm. 9, 1561 (1971).
2-t.L. Spain, Ches. and Phys of Carbon S. 1, (1973).
3-M.S. Dresselhaus, and G. Dresselhaus. Advanced in Phys 30, 139 (1961).
4-R.O. Dillon, Z.L. Spain, J.A. Wooll. and W.H. Larey, J1. Phys Chen. solids,

39, 907 (1976). 5-C. Ayache, ?"Leia 991. 509 (1960).
6-J.D. Cooper, J1. Woore, and D.A. Young. Nature 225,721 (1970).
7-U.R. Lowrey, and IAL. Spain, Solid State Coa. 22, 615 (1977).

fig 5 5soe~e il a f ii.6Hptrsv.fed()o
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Planar Classical Dipolar System on a Honeycomb Lattice

George 0. Zimmerman, A.K. Ibrahim*

Physics Department, Boston University

Boston, Massachusetts, 02215

F.Y. Wu**

Physics Department, Northeastern University

Boston, Massachusetts, 02115.

The behavior of a system of dipoles is presented. Here we study a system of dipoles

located on a honeycomb lattice under the mean-field approximation. The dipoles are

confined to rotate in the plane of the lattice. It is found that in zero external field, the

system has a ground state which is continuously degenerate. This degeneracy persists to

T # 0 in zero field. For non-zero planar field pointing in an arbitrary direction in the

plane, we compute numerically the magnetization, susceptibility, and the specific heat as

functions of both temperature and field. Our results show the occurence of cusps in these

quantities, indicating the onset of phase transitions. On the basis of these calculations a

phase diagram for the system is then constructed.
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l.Introduction

This study is motivated by recent experimental measurements Ii of the thermal and

magnetic properties of the FeCI 3-graphite intercalated compounds. The intercalate forms

monomolecular layers of FeCI3 sandwiched between graphite layers with the Fe3  ions

arranged on a honeycomb lattice. The iron ions are in the spin-! state with nearest

neighbor distance of 3.5A*. There is also evidence that, at low enough temperatures, the

Fe3  dipoles are confined to rotate in the intercalate plane. It is thus reasonable to assume

that dipolar interactions play a significant role in this substance, with the intercalate

described by a system of planar dipoles arranged on the honeycomb lattice. In this paper

we carry out the theoretical investigation of the thermal and magnetic properties of such a

dipole system under the mean-field approximation. Results of experimental measurements

as well as comparison of the theoretical preod, ion with experiments is given elsewhere 111.

The outline of this paper is an follows: The problem is described, and formulated in

section II using the mean-Beld approximation. The solution of a special case, in which all

dipole moments are of equal magnitude and interact with nearest neighbor interactions.

is analyzed in section III. The ground-state in zero field is then studied, with interactions

extending to all neighbors in part a) of section IV. The most general solution of the mean-

field equations, for nearest neighbor interactions, are studied numerically in part b) of

section IV, and in section V we discuss the resulting phase diagram.

1I- Mean-lMd ] amulatem

Consider a system of N dipole. on a honeycomb lattice in an external magnetic field

I?. We assume the dipoles interact by means of the dipolar interaction

with all dipole moments and the applied field 9 confined to the plane of the lattice, and
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write the Hamiltonian as

k,= U, -H i. (2)
< )>

Here the summation > is taken over all pairings of dipoles, ol, is a dipole moment of

unit magnitude at the a ' lattice site, and J,, is the coupling constant between dipoles i,

and a,. The experimental situation corresponds to J,) > 0.

The free energy F(p) of the system is given by the expression

OF(p) = Tr [,(O q ,- 9.i" +, np)] (3)

where 8 = I/kaT, h = Off and p is the density matrix. In the mean-field analysis we seek

to minimize the free energy in the subspace

N

= A' (4)

where p, is the single particle density matrix normalized to

TrP = 1. (5)

Substitution of (4) into (3) and the use of (1) leads to

S3F(p) K,, - ., , ,.,)]

- ra + ETr(p n,.) (6)

where K,, = OJ,,, and

,= Tr(pj), s= ,2, 3, ... , N (7)

is the magnetisation of the dipole #i.

It is straightforward to carry out the minimization aF/ap, i 0 subject to the contraint

(5). This procedure leads to
I e5' ' (0)2* Z1o(a)
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and, consequently,

ri = rn(a,)a(9)

where

m(a) = Ii(a) (10)
0(a)'

and I4(a) is the modified Bessel function of order n. Here, the vectors d,, i=1, 2 ... N,

are determined from the self consistent equations

d= - K,,m(a,) [ai - 3,,(a, ; ,)], (II)
j

where the prime over the summation sign denotes the restriction of j#i. Our goal now is

to solve for 9, from (11). Then the per-dipole magnetization is given by

N

Al (T, H) I:? (12)
8=1

from which we can directly compute the magnetic susceptibility as

dM (13)

The per-site entropy, given by the last term in (6), can now be obtained by combining (7)

and (8) as

S = -k= E [@.M(ai) - In(2w o(a,))] (14)
s-I!

from which we can compute the per-site specific heat:

dS
Cd=T

So far we have been careful in the formulation to allow dipolar interactions between

all pairs. For simplicity we now assume nearest-neighbor interactions. Furthermore, we

look for solutions of (11) with periodic ordering. An hineycomb lattice of N sites can

be decomposed into N/6 nonintersecting elementary hexagons, each of which containing
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6 sites oriented and numbered as shown in Fig.1. A priori, and guided by our numerical

solutions, we expect the magnetization of the six sublattices to be different. Allowing this

possibility then, for periodic ordering. (11) reduces to six equations as follows:

3

a. =h-K m(a0) [ao - 3F..(D• .;0,0) 1 a' = 1', 2', 3' (16)

where K J.n, An being the nearest neighbor interaction, and P.O,, is the unit vector

pointing from site a to site 0'. For fixed T and H we solve (16) for d. and i4,. Then the

magnetization is given by (12). In fact, using the identity
3 3 3-

;..',(i. ro,) = -A, (17)

which is valid for any vector I, we find by directly summing over (16),

2tale + ,-2, + A30, = -(d, + d2 + i3 - 3h)

t + A2 + M3 3K -(,. +&2. + i3. - 3,. (18)

and, hence using (12),

3K 6 1:

0=1 &#I

I. Solutn of the Spedal Ca of Eqoal Dipule Monats

In this and subseqmuet bections, we present results on numerical solutions of (16) and

the resulting determination of the magnetization and susceptibility. For the purpose of il-

lustration, however, we analyze in this section the solution of (16) when the magnetizations

YR. and M°, have equal monitude. This is, we assume

Ga = 4., = a. (20)
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While the assumption in (20) simplifies the analysis, it must be pointed out that. as will

be seen in Sec. IV below, solutions other than (20) do exist and the analysis restricted to

(20) is applicable only in a limited region of the phase space, including the case of R = 0

Consider first the ground state for R = 0. By symmetry we expect the dipoles to be

arranged in a symmetric fashion, namely, the dipoles J. I'2,13, and I',,1 2', 13', making

120* with respect to each other, aithough there can be relative rotations. A straightforward

calculation shows that the ground state is obtained when

03 = 02 - 120= 01 - 240 °

(21)
03 = 02, - 120 ° = 9, - 240 °

where 0,(f ) is the azimuth angle of the dipole at site i(i'). [CF. Fig. 11. Any other relative

positioning of the two sets of dipoles yields a higher energy. When (21) is satisfied, we find

the per-site energy

Z = Z ,,.cosl*, + o. + 120"1 (22)

clearly, the ground state is highly degenerate and is attained by setting

0,+01,=240, for J,. >0,
(23)

81 +01, = 600, forJ,,, <0

Indeed, numerical simulations show that the conditions (21) and (23) also lead to the

lowest energy when interactions are extend to all neighbors, with each dipole interacting

with every other one.

For T # 0, & #0 , and sing (20) and (19), we obtain from (18) the constraint

3k
6i + 2 + Gs , + A,+63l +c(,) (24)

where

C(a) = Km(s)/,. (25)

Note that (24) implies ii + i2 + j3 = i,, + J2, + i3, =0 in zero field.
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We can further iterate (16) to obtain equations for do and do, individually. After

some algebra and the use of identities (17) and

P'1S36') (26)

we arrive at the result, assuming the constraint (20),

A(a)4 = B(a)i + D(a) E ;yla-00)(27)

where

A(a) = 1 - jC(a)f

B (a) A(a)

D(a) 27C41,(28)

and an equation similar to (27) for i., with the primed and unprimed subscripts inter-

changed.

Each of these two equations represents a set of six equations containing four unknowns.

e.g., the parameter a and the three directional angles of i. and, therefore, is generally a set

of over-determined equations which does not possess a solution. However, when A(a) = 0

or, equivalently,

I C(a) J= 1 (29)

which also happens to be the characteristic equation of (27). It can be shown that (27)

reduces to a set of two independen - t equations. While in this cas (29) and (27) are

insufficient to determine i. wanquely, the overall constraint (24) still holds. Thus from

(29) and (24) we find

dl +42 + 43 Gdt+ 021+ a31=9-, JI 1>o0
2 (30)

=-h J,,., <0.
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Equation (30) for either J, > 0 or Jnn < 0 is a set of two independent equations

and is equivalent to (20). Thus, for fixed T and H, we use (29) to compute

a = ao(T). (31)

Then any set of oI and I, whose magnitudes are ao(T) and satisfying (30) is a solution.

The constraint (30) now leads to the existence of helical and nonhelical phases similar to

those discussed in Ref.[3. The critical temperature Tc is given by ao(Tc) = 0 or, using

(29) and (25),

= 91J. (32)

The phase boundary between the helical and nonhelical phases is d, + d2 + d3 = i, or,

using (30) and (31),

ao(T) =J, > 0
2kT

-o(T) -, Jn < o. (33)

The border between the paramagnetic and nonhelical phases is dt + i2 + i 3d, or,

ao(T) = -H . > 0

ao(T) = . , < 0. (34)

Plot of the phase diagram is similar to that of Fig.2 of Ref.[2J and will not be repeated

here.
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IV. Results of the Numercal Solution

In this section we present results of numerical solutions of (16) without the restriction

(20) of equal dipole magnitude.

a) Ground State Energy In Zero Magnetic Field--

The ground state calculation for zero magnetic field was performed on a set of 72

dipoles. The dipoles were located on a rectangle which measures 9 x 6V3- where the

nearest neighbor distance is taken as one. In order to eliminate effects of the boundary,

this set was surrounded by 48 similar dipole arrays. The field of all the 468x72=3456

dipoles as well as the other 71 dipoles within the original rectangle was computed at the

site of each of the 72 dipoles in the centeral rectangle.

For neast neighbor interactions we verified that, the ground state energy is given

by (22), i.e. the assumption (20) of equal magnetization magnitudes was correct. We

have further computed the zero-field ground state energy for interactions extending to all

neighbors. This lead to the same ground state configurations given by (21) and (23), but

with a per-dipole energy -2.2269 J..,, which was about 1% higher than the value of -2.25

J.. implied by (22) for nearest neighbor interactions. Furthermore, our numerical results

indicated that the ground state with extended-neighbor interactions was again degenerate

with respect to relative rotations of the two sets of dipoles Ai and #i, as long as both (21)

and (23) were obeyed.

b) MeaualWe Cakulatim

For general A and T 0 0 (16) was solved by means of a numerical iterative method

starting from state* specified by (21) and (23), with sowe chosen initial values of a..

Random initial orientations were also tried but they did not lead to new solutions. It turns

out that there exist solutions to (16) with different final dipole configuration. and slightly
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different free energies. typically one tenth of kBT. We identify the one associated with the

lowest free energy as the true dipole configuration. The condition for self-consistency was

that successive values of 4o be within 0.1% of each other. An accuracy of 0.01% was also

tried with no significant change in the values except for a longer computational time. For

low temperature and low field, convergence was achieved after as few as 5 iterations, while

near the phase boundaries, (see later discussion) it took up to 900 iterations to converge.

For H=O, our numerical solution again verified that assumption (20) of equal magne-

tization magnitude is correct for T # 0 and reproduced the solution given in section III.

Particularly we verified that a.(T) - 0 and a.,(T) = 0 for T > T,. However, for H # 0,

the numerical solutions yielded unequal magnetizations a. and a.#. In general, magnetic

fields applied along an axis of symmetry tended to pair up the dipole magnetization val-

ues. This pairing is shown in Table I. By symmetry, the behavior is identical modulo 60*,

although the pairing will vary. We thus show only the pairing at 0* and 90*. The pair

of dipoles with equal magnitude orient themselves with positive and negative angles with

respect to the field. This pairing was broken if I was not along a direction of symmetry.

The dipole configurations corresponding to the lowest free energy are shown in figures

2 and 3 for various temperatures, and fields along the horizontal and vertical directions,

respectively. In these and subsequent figures, T" is the temperature given in units of

kaT/Jn, and he is the field in units of H/J,,. One observes that at low temperature,

i.e. frame "a" of each figure, the dipole pattern resembles one of the zero field ground-

state patterns specified by (21) and (23). Thus the application of the magnetic field lifts

the degeneracy. Moreover, the configuration with the lowest free energy depends on the

direction of the magmtic field. Although the difference in the temperature between the

last two frames in Figs.2 and 3 is small, the patterns change drastically. This change is due

to the 1800 rotation of dipoles which previously were antiparallel to the field and signifies

the occurance of a new phase.
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Once a self-consistent solution for (16) was obtained, the magnetization was calcu.

lated by means of (12). This magnetization is shown, normalized to Ms, the saturation

magnetization, in Fig.4 as a function of the magnetic field at fixed temperature, and in

Fig.5 as a function of temperature at fixed magnetic field. The values plotted are those

for the field in the horizontal direction. M-agnetizati-onva'lu-eswith fields applied in other

directions were also calculated. The values thus obtained differed from each other by only

4%. As seen in Fig.5, the magnetization possesses a distinct cusps at low field. At higher

field the cusp is replaced by an inflection point.

The susceptibility computed from the magnetization by using (13) as a function of

the applied magnetic field at fixed temperatures is shown in Fig. 6, and as a function of

the temperature at fixed field in Fig.7. One again observes in Fig.7 the occurrence of a

distinct cusp for low field, while at higher field the cusp becomes a gradual maximum.

The entropy computed by means of (14) is shown as a function of temperature at fixed

field in Fig.8, while the specific heat computed from the entropy by use of (15) is shown in

Fig.9. Figure 9 again exhibits sharp cusps in the specific heat at the same temperatures as

the cusps in the magnetization and magnetic susceptibility. There are no distinct features

in the specific heat which can be associated with the inflection points in the magnetization

shown in Fig.5 or the gradual maxima in the susceptibility shown in Fig.7.

V-The Phase Dimnm

On the bab of the above rmults, one can now construct a phase diagram in the

T" - h. plan by plottig the locus of the susceptibility maxima. This is shown in Fig-lO

for the field appled along the horisontal direction. This diagram is also valid to within

4% in h" for fields applied in other directions in the plane.

The diagram shows th distinct phases. Phas I is the ordered phase where in-
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teractions between the dipoles dominate. Phase II is a paramagnetic phase where the

susceptibility obeys Curie's law. The transition between phase I and phase II is marked

by the occurrence of distinct cusps in the magnetization, magnetic susceptibility and the

specific heat. In a field applied along an axis of symmetry, that transition is also marked

by an flipping of dipoles which are at an angle of 1800 with the field in phase I, to a parallel

orientation with the field in phase 11. This is seen in the change in configuration between

frames b and c in figures 2 and 3. In these figures frame b is in the ordered phase, while

frame c is in the paramagnetic phase. Phase III represents a magnetic field induced ferro-

magnetic phase. In this phase'the dipoles are completely lined up with the field. Starting

in phase III, as one increases the temperature at a fixed field, there is an abrupt change

in the alignment of the dipoles with the field. This change is at the transition to phase II.

In phase 11 the average angle a dipole makes with the applied field is greater than 10 near

the transition. The transition between phase III and phase II is marked by the inflection

points in the magnetization of Fig.5 and the maxima in the susceptibility of Fig.T.

VI-Summary

A system of dipoles which are confined to a plane exhibits many properties of a

physical system with long range interactions and an intrinsic anisotropy. For any particular

configuration at zero field and temperature, the energy of the system can be computed

exactly for extended neighbor interactions. Here we have computed the ground-state

energy of such an extended system on a honeycomb lattice and found its value to be

within 1% of thas dotermine for nearest neighbor interactions only. Moreover, we found

that the ground-tate dqpneracy specified by (21) and (23), which was derived for only

nearest neighbor interactions, also holds for extended neighbor interactions.

We have also studied the behavior of the system at finite temperature and non-zero

field applied in an arbitrary direction in the plane, under the mean-field approximation. In
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this approximation only nearest neighbor interactions were taken into account. We found

that in zero field the degeneracy persists. In non-zero field, the magnetic field selects a

particular dipole configuration which in low fields resembles one of the patterns described

by (21) and (23). Two such configurations, for fields along the horizontal and vertical

directions, are shown in figures 2 and 3. A set of states of minimum free-energy was then

selected from which measurable quantities, such as the magnetization, susceptibility and

the specific heat were computed. These quantities show distinct maxima which denote

phase transitions.

The phase diagram is shown in Fig.10. The nature of the phases was established by

the examination of the dipole configuration in each phase, the values of the mean field

parameters, and the values of the free energy and the measurable quantities mentioned

above. The phases are shown in Fig.10. Phase I is the low temperature low field phase

where the dipole pattern resembles one of the ground states. In this phase the interaction

between the dipoles predominates. If the field is applied along an axis of symmetry, one set

of dipoles will line up at 180* to the field. The transition from phase I to phase II is marked

by the flipping of the antialigned dipoles by 1800 so that they are now parallel to the field.

Phase II is the high temperature phase and is identified as the paramagnetic phase. Phase

III, the high field phase, is the field induced ferromagnetic phase. In this phase the dipoles

are completely lined up with the field, the dipole-magnetic field interaction dominates, and

the mean field adds to the magnetization of the system.
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Table I

Pairing of Dipoles as a Function of the

Direction of Field.

Field direction 0 900

1-3' 1-3
Pairing 2-3 --31

I 1'-2' 2-2'

Field direction refers to the angle the field makes with the horizontal as referred

to Fig.i
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Figure Captzons

Figure 1. The honeycomb lattice with the sublattice points numbered on one of the

elementary hexagons.

Figure 2. Dipolar configuration for a field h" = 0.84 applied in the horizontal direction

with a- T* = 0.68, b- T" = 1.82 and c- T* = 2.00. a- and b- are in the ordered phase.

phase I. c- is in the paramagnetic phase, phase II, discussed in the text.

Figurg 3. Dipolar configuration for a field h" = 0.84 applied in the vertical direction with

a- T" = 0.68, b- T" = 1.82 and c- To = 2.00. a- and b- are in the ordered phase, phase I.

c- is in the paramagnetic phase, phase II, discussed in the text.

Figure 4. Magnetization as a function of the applied external magnetic field, ho at fixed

temperature. The magnetization is normalized to M., the saturation magnetization.The

magnetization curves in increasing order of magnetization referred to the right hand side

of the graph are at T* =3.41, 2.05, 1.59, and 0.68 respectively.

Figure 5. Magnetization as a function of temperature at fixed magnetic fields. The mag-

netization is given in units of M., the saturation magnetization. The magnetization curves

in increasing order of magnetization referred to the right hand side of the graph are at

h"=0.084, 0.840, 1.880, 1.932, 2.352, and 2.520 respectively.

Figure 6. The magnetic susceptibility for the temperatures of Fig.4 as a function of an

externally applied magnetic field. The three cusps which occur at increasing field are at

T'=2.05, 1.59 and 0.68. The line is at T*=3.41.

Figure 7. The magnetic susceptibility as a function of temperature at fixed magnetic field.

In order of increasing susceptibility as referred to the right hand side of the figure the

curves are at h" =2.520, 2.352, 1.932, 1.680, 0.840 and 0.084.
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Figure 8. The entropy at constant applied magnetic field as a function of temperature. In

order of decreasing entropy as referred to the right hand side of the graph the values are

at h'=8.41x 10- 5 , 0.841, and 1.68, respectively.

Figure 9. The specific heat as a function of temperature at constant applied magnetic

field. The fields are those of Fig.8 with the addition of h' =1.26. Above T'=3 the specific

heat is a monotonically increasing function of the field.

Figure 10. The phase diagram of the system in the T*-h" plane. Phase I is the ordered

phase, phase II is the paramagnetic phase, and phase III is a field induced ferromagnetic

phase.
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APPENDIX rX

The Effect of Defects on a Two Dimensional Dipolar
System on a Honeycomb Lattice

George 0 Zimmerman* and A.K. [hrahim'

Physics Department. Boston University. Bo-iton MA. 02215
F.Y. Wu'"

Physics Dapartment. Northeastern University. Boston MA. 02115

Abstract

A theoretical investigation of a planar dipolar system on a honeycomb lattice re-
veals that the ground state energy is increased for finite systems over that of an infinite

system. The infinite system has a ground state degeneracy with respect to dipole orien-
tations. This degeneracy is lifted for finite systems. A mean field calculation including
nearest, second and third neighbors shows that there are three phases, an ordered phase,

a quasiparamagnetic one which goes over to a paramagnetic one at high temperature
and a magnetic field induced ferromagnetic phase. A defect in the second nearest neigh-
bor has the effect of introducing a finite magnetization at zero field at low temperatures.

Introductlea

The attraction of a dipolar system lies in the fact that the interaction between any
two dipoles can be easily and exactly calculated. Dipolar forces are long range, and
there is an inherent anisotropy built into the interaction because it depends not only on

the relative orientation of the dipoles but also on their location. Much work was done in

the 1930's on the mathematics of three dimensional dipole lattice [1] and later dipolar

interactions were used to explain the magnetic transition of Cerium Magnesium nitrate,
a paramaginetc salt which undergoes an antifeoam agnetic transition in the millidegree

range [2.31. The shape cometio due to dipolar interactions was also explored 4-1. In
this paper we will confine oumlyes to the two dimensional system of dipoles. By that

we mean that the dipol me located in a plan and their rotation is such that they al-
ways point paral to the plane and rotate about an axis normal to it. The magnetic

field, however, is three dimensional.

One can show that in a perfect dipolar honeycomb lattice, of infinite extent and at

zero temperature, the ground state is ininitely degenerate (71. Fig. 1 shows one of a de-

generate configurations from which all the otheus can be derived. One can decompose

the lattice into elementary hexagons, with the six dipoles numberm 1 ,1',2,2',3 and 3'
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constituting one of those. Those with N denote the next. second and third nearest
neighbor to the initial hexagon. Dipoles with the same number have the same orienta-

tion. From this configuration one obtains all the other states with identical energies by
rotating the unprimed dipoles by the same arbitrary angle clockwise while the primed
dipoles are rotated by the same angle in the counterclockwise direction, or vice versa.
It is thus of interest to explore if defects or boundaries favor one of the ground states

over another 8. In the same paper if. a mean field calculation was performed which
extended the behavior of the system to finite temperatures and finite magnetic fields.
That calculation, which was confined to the first nearest neighbors only, showed that the
system has a critical point at zero field where it undergoes a transition from an ordered
to a disordered state, and that transition can be traced as a function of an applied mag-
netic field. The change of phase is marked by susceptibility and specific heat maxima.

Section 2 of this paper describes briefly the calculation method. In section 3 we ex-
tend our calculations of the ground state to finite lattices of two shapes and examine the
total energy as a function of dipole orientation. In section 4 the mean field calculation is
extended to the second and third nearest neighbors. This calculation is also performed
for the lattice having a vacancy in a second or third neighbor. Section 5 presents a dis-
cussion of the results.

Method at Cakudelsm

The ground state energy calculations of an infinite and tne finite systems was per-

formed by summing the interactions of each dipole with all the others in the lattice. in
these calculations we used the usual expression for the dipolar energy which is given in
Eq.(1),

In this exprmlonl i and j denote the two inteacting dipoles, i is the magnetic mo-
ment and r is the distance between the two dipoles. If the dipoles are identical, one can
rewrite (1) in tun of unit vectors as shown in Eq.(2).

Us,s = J[A - •j-3A l)(y-fs (2)

From now on we use dimensionless units where J=1, the temperature is given in units
of J, the distance between two nearest neighbors, (ND), will be taken as one and the

magnetic field will be in units of (uH/J).
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An infinite lattice was simulated by taking into account the interaction of 3529

dipoles on a rectangle of 72.8 ND by 62.8 ND and taking the energy of only the central

72 dipoles. Extending the boundary further had tio effect on the central dipoles thus

providing a natural cutoff. The ground state energy per dipole was thus computed as

E =-4.450.

The mean field calculation was performed by selfconsistently solving the equations
of Lee et al 9j modified for dipolar interactions. In that method, the free energy. given

in Eq.3 is minimized.

F(p) = kaTTr[(K U, - ". ,- tn) (3)

In this equation F denotes the free energy, p is the density matrix, K=J/kaT and

h*=Hp/kaT. This minimization gives an expression for the magnetization of a dipole

given by Eq.(4).

m, = m(44, (4)

where

a(a) =/0 (5)

and L (a) is the modified Bessel function of order n. The vectors j, are mean field pa-
rameter. which ae determined from the self consistent equations

4, =k -K I M(..' j) lay - 3fi,,(as ,,, (6)

whm the prime over the summation sign denotes the restriction that i~j. An iterative

solution of Eq.(6) provides self consistent values of aj from which F, the fre energy, M,
the magnetiation and S, te entropy, can be obtained for any temperature and applied

magnetic fildL The magmei suscetibility and the specific heat can then be obtained

by simple a

The Greid SU ,

The calculation of the energ per dipole was carried out as described in the previous

section. For an infnite lattice, the enery per dipole is E=-4.450. As pointed out in the

introduction, that vWue is invariant under the rotation of the unprimed dipoles by an
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arbitrary angle in the counterclockwise direction with a corresponding rotation of -.
primed dipoles in the clockwise direction or vice versa.

A finite array raises the energy of the syv.rem. Moreover, that energy is. to a small
degree. dependent on the orientation of the dipoles. As an example we calculated the
energies of two such arrays. The first was 170 dipoles arranged on a square with a side
length of 15.5 ND. the other was an array of 180 dipoles contained within a circle of 17
ND. In both of these arrays 20% of the dipoles were on the boundary, where the bound-
ary dipoles were defined as those which were missing at least one nearest neighbor. The
average energy per dipole, E, is shown in Fig.2 for both arrays as a function of spin ori-
entation. In this simulation the ground state was preserved by rotating the dipoles as
previously described, such rotation also applied to the dipoles on the boundary. Since
the dipoles numbered "2" in Fig.1 start with a zero angle with respect to the horizontal
axis, we took that dipole as an indicator, and thus the angle, in degrees, denotes the "2"
dipole orientation.

For the square the average minimum energy per dipole was -4.169 while the maxi-
mum was -4.072, for the circle the values were -4.151 and -3.978 respectively. The overall
change in energy due to orientation is about 2.5% for the square and 4.301, for the cir-
cle. Both have the expected 180 symmetry. For the finite size of the array the average
energy was raised from an average of -4.450 to -4.120 for the square and -4.064 for the
circle. Although there is an overlap in the energies as shown in Fig.2 it is somewhat sur-
prising that the square has a lower energy than the circle.

Mean field Cakulat&m

In reference 7 we calculated the behavior of the system taking into account only the
nearest neighbor interactio. Thus the interactions of the central hexagon containing
the dipoles numbered 1, 1', 2, 2', 3 and 3' and the nearest neighbors of each of them
were taken into account. In this approximation, a primed dipole, as shown in Fig.L, in-
teracted only with an unprimed one, and vice versa. Since in a honeycomb lattice, with
nearest neighbor distance I ND the second nearest neighbors are v5 ND away while
the third neighbors are 2 ND away, they contribute significantly to the interaction. The
calculation was thus extended to also include second and third nearest neighbors. The
magnetization calculated in this manner is shown in Fig.3 for a temperature of 2 and
as a function of the applied magnetic field. This figure shows our present calculation,
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squares. as well as our previous results which contained only the nearst neighbors..

for comparison.

One notes that the nearest neighbor calculations (nn) give a lower magnetization

than those including second and third nearest oneq (nnn). Fig.4 shows the magnetic

susceptibility as a functon of the applied field which was obtained by differentiation of
the data shown in the previous figure. As the field increases, one sees a sharp and large

maximum in the susceptibility, here seen at h=0.7 and then a less pronounced peak near

h=1.6. Those peaks indicate transitions from phase I to phase II, low field high magni-

tude maximum, and from phase I to phase 11, high field low magnitude peak.

If one maps those phases on the temperature-magnetic field plane one obtains Fig.5.

Here the boxes denote the phase I to 11 transition, while the stars denote the phase II

to III transition, as calculated for nearest neighbors only. The "x" and the " -", respec-

tively, denote the same transition for the nnn calculation. One notes that at low fields

the nnn results raise the I to II transition to higher temperatures, while lowering it for

fields above 0.75 with respect to the nn results. The 11 to IMI transition comes at a lower

field for nnn at any particular temperature an long as the temperature is above 0.5.

Phase I is the ordered phase where dipolar interactions dominate. Phase II has the

character of a paramagnetic phase, however, one can still detect the results of dipolar

interactions. Because of that we will call it the quasiparamagnetic phase. At zero exter-

nal magnetic field there are no solutions of Eq.(6) in phase U other than a, = 0, how-

ever, if a field is applied, the dipoles align making an angle with the field between 30 and

100 with alternate dipoles having a positive and negative angle. Those angles, of course.

become smaller as the temperature and field are increased. In phase III the dipoles are

fully alligned with the magnetic field. This may be a field induced ferromagnetic phase.

The nnn calculation was repeated with one of the second nearest neighbors to the

central heaa eliminated. The eliminated dipole is indicated in Fig.1 by the small box.

Thus of the 18 neighbors of the central hexagon one is missing. One thus introduces a

defect in the lattice; we shall call this calculation nnd. The magnetization and suscepti-

bility given by this calculation are shown in Fig.3 and 4 respectively and am denoted by
"x". Both the overall magnetization and the susceptibility of this calculation are similar

to the nnn results. However, the magnetization of the nnd is generally greater in phase

I,the same in phase I, and smaller in phase Ill as compared to that of nnn. The phase

boundaries appear to be unaifected by the defect.
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In nnd there is a finite magnetization at zero and low Relds. Once the defect :- ,n-

troduced it provides a focus for polarization. Titus at low fields the the defects enhance
the magnetization. As the field and temperature are raised. the influence of the defect

becomes insignificant and thus the equality between the nnn and nnd results in phase

II. In phase Ill the defect provides a disturbance in the lattice regularity and acts as a
cavity in a ferromagnetic system. decreasing the overall magnetization. Thus the lower
magnetization in phase Ill. Figures 6 and 7 show this effect in greater detail for the low
field region where both the susceptibility and magnetization are plotted for the nnn. box
and nnd, "x', calculations. Fig.6 shows that in nnn the magnetization goes to zero in

zero field while it is finite in the nnd case. Fig.7, which shows the susceptibility with
0.3 subtracted from the actual value, indicates that in nnd the susceptibility has a small
minimum at low fields, while in nnn it is a monotonically increasing function in the low

field region.

Condnulosi

The inclusion of boundaries in a system of dipoles confined to rotate in a plane and
located on a honeycomb lattice raises the average ground state energy. Moreover, de-
pending on the shape of the boundaries, the average ground state energy depends on the

dipole orientation.

The inclusion of second and third nearest neighbors in the interaction alters the

phase boundaries of the system. Defects introduce a finite magnetization at low tem-

perature, even at zero field. In low fields, the susceptibility appears to have a minimum
with the temperature held constant for calculations including defects, while it is a mono-

tonically increasing function of the field when no defects are included.

The system studied, might be applicable to some two dimensional systems where
dipolar interactions play an important role. For one, such system. migh be found in

graphite intercalated compouds where a magnetic substance is the intercalant. The

graphite ayen thus reduce the interaction between the intercalant layers creating a mag-

netic two dimmaonal arsa within each intercalant layer.
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Figure Captieue

Fig.1 Th* lattice with ground state dipole directions. N denotes neighbors of the main

hexagon taken into account in the mean field calculation.

Fig.2 The energy per dipole of the squar,'k", and the circular, box, array of dipoles, as
a function of the angls of dipole #2.

Fig.3 a at T=2 as a function of the applied ftld showing nn, "" , nnn, box.
and and, *ie, remults.

Fig.4 The Magnetic susceptibility at T-2 as a function of the applied field with symbols

as in Fig.3.

Fig.5 The phase diagram of the system with the phases described in the text. The boxes

and the "** denote the an calculation while "x" and ".-" show the nns and nnd results.
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Fig.6 The low field behavior of the magnetization at T=2. The box denotes the nutn ral-
culation while -x denotes nnd.

Fig.? The low field susceptibility at T=2 with 0.3 subtracted from the actual value.
Symbols are the same as in Fig.6.
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APPENDIX X

Self-balancing resistance bridge
Atvaro KaplanGcw 0 Zknmermn, andDean Ed.i,* Jr.
Dremmwt fP~uc Oen Uniwft RON%. Menmchwoo 022)5
(Received 27 May 1986; accepted for publication 23 July 1966)

An automatically balanced resistance bridge with below-picowatt dissipation in the measured
resistance has been developed. The bridg, capable of measuring resistances bet ween 205) ant
10 kfl with an accuracy of 5%, was specilically designed to allow resistance measurements to
be made at low temperatures without Introducing an appreciable heat source to the cryostat it
consists of a Wheatstone bridge having a plmotoreslaor as one of itn arms. The feedback balance
is accomplised by men of light-emitting diodes which c-ntrol the photoresistor. A novel
feedback principle used in the bridg is deesiId

In measurements of reitneof materials at temperatures erabl tradition a secondary thermometers in tow-tempera.
below the boiling point of 1W' (below 4.2 K). it is important ture physics,2 and are even now being used in taltralow-tem-
that the power dissipated lath, material whos. resistance is persture applications. We have developed a self-contained,
being mesued be smalL This Is necessitated by the fact that self-balancing resistance bridge whose power dissipation is
at those low temperatures, the specillc heat of substan tees than I pW'. It is basically a Wheatstone bridge with a
become smaIl and the thermal contact between substances lighitensitive resistance a one am This resistance is pack-
and helium is limited by the various themald "resistances," age with seve LED's which shine on it and are driven by
the one most considered being the KApiti resistance.'I Thus the control circuit output so that at balance the unknown
if too much powel is dissipas in the resistive element dur. resistance R3 is given assa funaction of the control circuit
ing the measremient p rcess , the temperature of the sub. output voltage V. by a relation of the form
stance whom resistance is being measure may bear little (I=A) (J,
relation to the temperature of its surrouninpe This point isV.-A+5R)-2
crucial if the substance in question is serving aathermom- Figure I is a graph of the actual results obtained with our
eter. setup and allows values for the constants A and 5 to be deter-

Carbon resistors, carbon glass resistors, phosphor mined. Individual operating condition,% will affect these val.
bronzeresistoru ando~er resistive elements have had aven. ues but the form of Eq. (I) should hold in any case
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amplified by a narrow-band twin-T push-pull amplifier builtfor us by the White Instrument Company under model num-
S F .a ber 4529.' The amplified 340-Hz sine wave is then detected

, ploGte agantf solnse ess- by a full-wave synchronous rectifier, a phase-sensitive detec-i ." plotted against sense resis-
o tance R,. A linear plot is ob- tor using a type 4066 quadruple gate chip, whose output is

, tained by plotting Vo asainst further amplified but not filtered, so that we have at this
, ", ~ point a rectified sine wave, either positive-going or negative-

; ,going depending on which way the bridge is out of balance.
J3t/R.I s The distinguishing feature of our arrangement is that this

signal is not used directly to control the balancing of the
bridge, but is instead applied to an operational amplifier hay-

The complete circuit of the self-balancing bridge is given ing no feedback and, therefore, functioning as a flip-flop
in Fig. 2. The ac excitation for the bridge is a 340-Hz sine with two stable states. When the signal is positive going, the
wave obtained from the type 8038 oscillator chip.' The fre- flip-flop spends most of its time in the state giving full posi-
quency of this oscillator is given by tive output, and capacitor C, charges through resistor R,

accordingly. The resulting dc voltage is amplified by theRC2f - 0.309, " (2) jupc2002 power amplifier which drives the LED's already
where R a = R, is in ohms, C2 is in farads, andfis in mentioned and provides output voltage V across the cur-
hertz. R, and R are made equal when a symmetrical square rent-sensing resistor R2. When the amplified error signal is
wave is desired, and Eq. (2) applieswhen pins7 andl of the negative going, C, discharges through R, but, at balance,
8038 are connected together. In the circuit of Fig. 2 a fire- flip-flop A, flips back and forth randomly, spending, on the
quency control voltage is introduced at pin I to allow fine average, as much time in one state as in the other, so that the
tuning the 8038 to the exact frequency of the tuned error- charge on C, remains constant. Thus the correct LED cur-
signal amplifier. The values shown give a 340-Hz output rent is maintained with zero error signal, giving the system
signal with R set near midrange. the characteristics of a first-order servomechanism rather

The output signal from the bridge, when not balanced, is than a simple regulator. Zener diode CR, and offset control
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R, serve to asymmetrize the system so that the output of the tific Research under Grant No. AFOSR 82-0286.jpc2OO2 will not go negative.I
The system comes to balance in a reasonable time after achang, occurs in R3, and has been used to make temperature '0. V. 1.ounasmaa Experimental Prncpes and Mehods Blow I K (Aca-measurements to I mK in the helium temperature range ( I - demic. New York, 1974). p. 263.4 K). The syst thus provides an inexpensive, automated, '0. K. white. Eizperimentag Techniques in Louw TeeratOure Physicsaccurate alternative to the traditional manually balanced (Clarendon. Oxford. 19S6.

See Semiconductor, Reference Guide, The Radio Shack, a division ofWheatstone bridge. Tandy Corporation. Fort Worth. TX. 1983.This work was supported in part by Air Force of Scien- 'White Instruments, a division of C. van R.. Inc., Austin. TX
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